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The principles of human expectation, safel  and security, legibility, and physioiogical 

characteristics of the human eye and brain al1 contribute to the perception of urban 

outdoor space at night. illurninating engineering, lighting design, and environmental 

psychology have conmbuted to a greater understanding of tbese principles and their 

impact in terms of artificial light use in urban Iandscape architecture. The information 

gathered on anificial light use \vas achieved through an extensive literature review on 
t 

illurninating engineering, lighting design and environmental psychology. The 

contributions of each are summanzed in Chapter One. Chapters Two and Three focus on 

human perception and the physiology of vision, and lighting technology respectively. 

Emphasis has been placed on their implications in tems of implementation, safeîy and 

security legibility. aesthetics, and the design process. Chapter Four synthesizes this 

information and generates lighting pnnciples for landscape architects. These results are 

applied to a proposed urban park design located within the downtown area of Winnipeg, 

Manitoba. Special attention was given to the impiementation of these principles into a 

cohesive lighting scheme. 
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Introduction 

The intent of this practicurn is to demonstrate an applied howledge of research 

principles outlined in environmental psycholog, illuminating engineering, and lighting 

design, and to demonstrate the necessity of these pnnciples in the enhancement of the 

urban environment at night. The discourse is intended to reveal a synthesis of research 

on perception, physiology and vision, lighting technology, and landscape architecture and 

consequently, their contribution in enhancing perceived safety and security, legibility, 

and design intent. The goal is to promote artificial iisht as a significant desi@ tool based 

on the principles outlined above, and, to maintain aspects of the sublime nature fint 

associated with its use in the late 18" century: 

People stood overwhelmed with awe, as if in the presence of the supernatural. The 

strante weird liaht exceeded only by the power of the Sun. rendered the square as light 

as midday.. .men fefl on their &es. groans were uttered at the sight and many were 

dumb wirh amazement (Nye. 1990) 

The exploration of these topics encourages a progression of thought beyond the 

conception of conventional light use, and promotes its potential as a defining eiement in 

urban landscape architecture. It acknowledges the significance of artificial light as a 

modifier of human behaviour, and seeks to establish a method of approach to implement 

its use ivith geater care and consideration. It suggests that a deflning element of place 



can be fashioned From the sublime characteristics associated with the use of artificial 

light in the space at night. 

Objectives 

The main objective of this practicum is to explore the issues surroundin_p the use of 

artificial light in urban outdoor space. The goal is to provide a synthesis of research, 

contributed by environrnental psychology, lighting design and illuminating engineering, 

and to integrate this knowledge within the field of landscape architecture, thus providing 

the basis for a set of guidelines to be widely applicable, yet demonstrated wîthin a chosen 

site. Specific objectives are as follows: 

To intepte the principles of environrnental psychology, lighting design. lighting 

technolog-. principles of physiology and vision and landscape architecture and 

apply the results of this research to a chosen site within the downtown area of 

Winnipeg. 

To provide a bn'ef description of current artificial lighting methods, equipment 

and by-products (light quality, heat, colour, etc.) and their significance in ternis of 

implementation. 

To provide a description and understanding of processes involved in the 

perception of Iight such as espectations and adaptation, and consequently, to 

identiS, their importance to human behavior. 

To illustrate the importance of artificial light as a defining element in the 

leçibility of Winnipeg's urban landscape afier dark. 



5. To synthesize the above principles in order to extract critical issues of light use 

such as perception, expectations. and qualitative aspects (colour rendering), and 

consequently, to incorporate this knowledge in landscape architecture to increase 

the perception of public urban space: create safe and secure nighttime 

environments; enhance legibility; strengthen visual aesthetics of the downtown at 

night. 

Site Location 

The site chosen for the application of this research is located in the downtown area of 

Winnipeg, Manitoba (Figure 4.1). ï h e  site is bounded by Edmonton Street, Hargmve 

Street. York Ave, and the buildings on the north side of Broadway. The site was chosen 

as a design site for a Masters' II Studio in Landscape Architecture in fa11 term, 1999. For 

the purposes of this studio, the existing parking lot was to be zoned as a civic open space 

for the downtown. A design proposal prepared by Tanya Goertzen of the Masters' II 

Studio forms the basis for the application of research in this text. Therefore, attention 

w i I I  focus on lighting principles and theories, rather than on layout and design. Appendix 

A describes site design programming issues and ideas. 

Methods 

An extensive literature review was conducted on artificial light and liçhting methods, 

both in terrns of impiernenbtion and perception, in order to obtain a comprehensive 

understanding on the effects of its use. A site analysis was undertaken for the immediate 



site as \sel1 as for adjacent site conditions and characteristics. This highlights 

conventional site analysis elements such as sun angle, vegetation, wind direction and 

speed. and climate. Furthemore, analysis was also conducted on existing inframucture. 

noting any oppomuiities and constraints which might exist. This panicular aspect of the 

analysis focuseci on o b s e ~ n g  informal gathering spaces which exist in or adjacent to the 

site. as well as documenting existing transit, telephone and seating amenities. 

Oppoxtunities and constraints identified within the preceding analysis were used to 

establish criteria for the lighting and landscape design best suited for the characteristics 

and use of the site. Lastly, a site design proposal was prepared. This illustrates a 

synthesis of material generated by the preceding topics together with materials outlined 

through the analysis of opportunities and constraints currently at the site. The design 

proposal for the site illustrates the implementation of guidelines used in the lighting 

progam, and is presented in the final phase in the fom of site plan. drawings and text. 



E L E - V E N T S  OF D E S I G N  

Q 

OFten. we look upon the h a n  landscape at night oblivious to the technology sunounding 

us- Artificial light, despite unrecognized potential, remains a tool of largely functional 

use. Man? professionals including illuminating engineers, lighting designers and 

landscape architects use artificial light to help people to navigate the environment at 

night, to provide safety and security, and to highlight aesthetic architectural and natural 

fearures. Many environmental psychologists document the effects of liehting on hurnan 

behavior and on our sunoundings. However, despite the breadth of infornation collected 

by these professionals, the implementation of lighting by landscape architects generally 

does not effectively draw upon available resources. This results in site designs which 

ofien do not effectively respond to issues of 

Perception 

~e~ibi l i ty '  

Safety and Security 

Aesthetics - those provîded by artificial light and lighting elements 
5 



The purpose of Chapter One is to develop a discussion regarding the contributions made 

to lighting, such as perception, technological advancements, and lighting theories, by 

il 1 um inating engineering, environmental psychology and lighting design. This research 

wil l  provide the foundation for the development and synthesis of lighting theories, and 

their application by landscape architects within the d a n  landscape. it wili examine 

professional contributions made, provide the foundation for a synthesis of lighting 

research and help guide questions of lighting intention and application in the urban 

1 andscape. 

Environmental Psychology 

Environmental psychology began to take shape in the 1960's in response to social and 

political probierns of the time (Altman, 1990: Proshansky, 1990: Craik, 1990). Public 

concern over the depadation of the physical environment and the outbreak of the 

Vietnam war mûnifest itself in increased consideration of civil rights, pollution. urban 

decay and the destruction of the natural landscape occurrinç worldwide (Altman, 1990). 

Strong criticism was gowing in environmental design and social science fields at the 

time about the apparent disregard given to these issues by their parent disciplines. As a 

resul t, a collection of diverse professionals including landscape architects, urban planners 

and sociologists com bined with psychologists and behavioral geographers to address 

these gowins concems. The result of this collaboration became the broad profession of 

environmental psychology (Altman, 1990). 



Broadl y stated, environmental psychoIogy is the study of the psychological facets of 

person-environment relations (Altman, 1990). Proshanshy ( 1 990) defines environmental 

psycholo_mr as the science that studies the interactions and reiationships between people 

and their environrnents. It centres on the study of human comprehension of everyday 

physicaI environrnents, and the methods by which the resdts of these studies can be 

utilized to provide a systematic assessrnent of place (Craik, 1966 p. 147). Understanding 

what governs these interactions and relationships, will impart on landscape architects the 

ability to assess more accurately and influence the creation of outdoor space, 

consequently, facilitating future design intervention. It provides insight and 

understanding regarding topics such as perception, adaptation, and iegibility within the 

urban landscape (Proshansky, 1990). 

Furthemore, the research contributed by environmental psychology should enable 

landscape architects to clan'fy design objectives in response to specific user needs. A 

designer's ability to understand and assess the landscape based on those qualities outlined 

above by Proshanshy ( 1 WO), \ri1 l enhance the design of urban space. Ressarch has 

sho\tn that the appearance of the physical environment has important effects on human 

esperience. Hanyu ( 1997) suggests: 

The appearance o f  a place c m  evoke stronri, emotions or inferences about such thinps as 

the si-pnificance or fiiendliness of an area. It can, consequently. afYect spatial 

beha\iour 



Funher research suggests that these inferences, if positive, can attract individuals to a 

place. Convenely, places infemng a negative association can in fact, lead people to 

avoid or escape activity within a space (Han-, 1997). Environmentaf aesthetics have 

been of primary concern to design professionals such as landscape architects and 

architects. Many contributions have f i l  tered down to landscape architecture from 

environmental psychoiogy. Many have affected the outcome and approach which 

landscape architects have taken in addressing community and environmental needs. Theg 

range - from studies done on human privacy and tem-tonal behaviour, to research on the 

vanous needs of people of different demographic origin, and their desired environmental 

requirements (Lang, 199 1 ). However, despite design decisions based on professional 

esperience and training, research indicates a disparity in the evaluation of space between 

the general public and design professionals. Consequently, many environments designed 

according to the subjective preferences of design professionals fail to satisfi user needs 

(Hanyu, 1997). 

Two panicular urban designers who have contributed to a broader understanding of 

environment and community needs are Aldo Rossi, and Mattheus Ungers. They have 

cttternpted to create spaces which provide continuity between peoples' environrnents and 

t heir identification A t h  place (Lang, 1 99 1 ). Many environmenta! psycholo_Pists agree 

that the primary function of design is to provide appropriate contexts for peopie - to 

evaluate a space when its fûnction is seen in human tenns (Canter, 1990). However, 

Rapport  ( 1990), suggests that too often architects are unable to maintain the necessary 

objectives required to achieve a design which responds to the general public's 

8 



identification of place. The suggestion is that design professions often make decisions 

based on the subjective needs of their own concem, not those of the general public, 

resulting in the reduced ability to identiQ accurately users- problems (Hanyu 1997; 

Rapport, 1990; Canter, 1990). Environmental psychology stresses the need for problem 

identification. A main premise behind its development is that the general public are 

unable to distinguish whether something has been well designed because they are unable 

to identi- which quafities the design must meet, and why. Simply put, environmental 

psychologists suggen the importance of the profession involves the study of what is liked 

or important, for whom, where, and why (Rapport, 1 990). It underlies the need for 

landscape architects to address problems arising from site, context, and users, and make 

evaluative design judgments based on fundamental knowledp and theory. Furchermore. 

it demands that the profession explicate the design objectives in such a way that they may 

be interpreted by the general public. 

This need for understanding the interactions and retationships is critical in creating 

environments based on the users' needs. Design based on research completed by 

environmental psychologists provides insight and understanding regarding human- 

environment issues in the urban landscape (Proshansky, 1990). It \vil1 provide landscape 

architects with the ability to enhance, through effective design, legibility within the urban 

landscape at night, and as a result, strengthen the credibility of the profession. 



llluminating Engineering 

Generally speaking, illuminating engineering is dedicated to the xientific and technical 

aspects of lighting, with growing interest in issues of lighting design (Murdoch, 1985). 

According to Murdoch, the basic knowledge of illuminating engineering is based on a 

foundation of the following principles: 

To provide a foundation in the science and mathematics of light, sight and 

lighting 

To develop the analytical tools and skills required for quantitative lighting 

calculations. 

To presen t l ightine measurement techniques and instruments. 

To give an historical perspective of scientific and engineering achievements 

relevant to lighting. 

To present the current state of knowledge in the field of illumination. 

To provide a reference and updating base for those whose knowledge of lighting 

is incomplete. 

To include suficient detail, examptes, problems. and references allowing for self- 

study without formal instruction, or academic prerequisites. 

To consider the implications of qualin; and aesthetics. 

In summary, illuminating engineering considers quality and aesthetics as well as 

technicai and quantitative considerations, thus allowing the development of applied 



soIutions (Murdoch, 1985). Based on the above qualities, illuminating engineering can 

be viewed as an imporîant bridge between the science of lighting and its use by landscape 

architects. 

The contributions made by illuminating engineering to landscape architecture have 

largely revolved around the technological aspects of illumination. For example, vast 

improvernents in lighting technoloey and equipment - such as increased fixture 

efficiency, colour rendering ability, and fiber optics - provide a greater palette of design 

tools and design alternatives for individuals responsible for the implementation of 

1 ighting schemes (Leccese, 1998; Sorvis 1999). 

Furthemore, illuminating engineers have provided valuable information conceming the 

use of light and its behaviour wïthin the context of the urban environment. Architects, 

landscape architects and environmental psychologists benefit from key information 

related to critical design issues such as reflection, refiaction, intensity, diffusion, and 

clare (Murdoch, 1985). For example, studies conducted on light have revealed that a unit 
Y 

of reflecied light (fi>oriumbt.rr2) plays a geater role in the process of seeing rather than a 

direct unit of light (foorccin~le') emitted from the lamp or light source (Moyer, 1992: 

Murdoch, 1985). 

In addition. the core of the research by illuminating engineers has contributed to the 

physiologcal implications associated with artjficial light and its effect on the hurnan 

visual system. This research illustrates the importance of lighting beyond its more 

11 



tangible characteristics of light and colour. It stresses the importance of  the physiological 

and psychological change which can result fiom people's interaction with artificial light. 

In man? ways this research provides a greater understanding of the processes involved in 

human sight such as rrmient udaPt~tion4(~loyd, 1985: Murdoch, 1985). 

Consequentl y, the information supplied by il1 urninating engineering to  landsçape 

architecture enables designers to achieve lighting within the urban landscape which: 

Responds to the issues of perception addressed by environmental psychologists 

and provides designers with necessary equipment such as fixtures, lamps and 

switches, which enable the appropriate response to the objectives of  a design. 

Permits landscape architects to understand why they need to implement 

appropnate lighting based on informed decisions and not solely on subjective 

opinion (Rapport, 1990). It educates the landscape profession on the social 

responsibility of their work. That is, to provide safe. secure, legible 

environments. 

Responds to issues of safety and security within the landscape at night. 

Informs landscape architects about lighting implementation, and the benefits of  

energy efficiency and cost swings associated with a well considered installation. 

Enables landscape architects to implement lighting schemes in a rnanner which 

contributes to the positive character of the urban fabric at night. Furthemore, it 

permits the creation of schemes which satisfy the qualities deemed important by 



envi ronmental psychologists and whic h contri butes to enhanced spatial and 

psychologicaf legibility of the landsçape at night 

Allows landscape architects to respond to design issues in more creative and 

unique ways. 

Lighting Design 

Broadl y stated, lighting design is founded on the creative use of lighting principles 

outlined by the illwninating Engineering Society (ES). Lighting designers focus on 

creative design whic h responds to speci tic client and project needs (Moyer, 1 992). 

The design process followed by lighting designers is similar to that followed b_v other 

environmental design professions such as architecture, landscape architecture and interior 

design. By and large, lighting designers begïn with basic analysis of site and user needs. 

According to Moyer ( LW?), this involves: 

Client and professional interviews 

Site photographs 

Review of site plan (architectural and landscape architectural features) 

Review of planting plan 

However. the integration of lighting design and site design, should be a coilaborative 

pracess which begins in the conceptual phase. They should be resolved concunently to 

ensure that both work together to address the design program. 



Client and professional interviews provide the lighting designer with an opponunity to 

understand design intentions of the arc hitect -&or landscape arc hitect, and the id uence 

this may have on the lighting design. This phase is also critical in determining the 

possibility of conflicts which may arise during the implementation of new lighting 

equipment and excavation requirements with existing soil, electrical and imgation 

conditions. Soil tests will ensure that appropriate fixnire selection is made and prevent 

fixture corrosion resulting from chernical iocompatibilities with local soi1 conditions. 

This process of analysis is then followed with the developrnent of a conceptual plan 

based on synthesis of the above research (Moyer, 1992). The following best surnmarizes 

the contributions of Iighting design to this practicurn: 

It strengthens the synthesis of lighting technology, environmental psychology and 

human physiology with iandscape architecture. It achieves this through a 

comprehensive understanding of lighting methods and their subsequent 

importance in terms of implementation based on sçientific study (Moyer, 1992). 

It responds in geat detail to relevant issues in landscape architecture such as the 

importance of lighting terminology and lighting techniques (Moyer, 1 992). This 

discussion of lighting terminology and methods not only helps us achieve design 

criteria, it rein forces the understanding of objectives required to satisf) the need 

of human-environment relations and interactions. 

Lighting design research contributes extensively to lighting methods relevant to 

landscape architecture such as front lighting, back lighting, dom-lighting, and 

uplighting, and discusses their importance in terms of implementation. 



It clarifies underfying principles of  reflectance associated with a broad range of 

extenor products, objects, and plant materials and how they connibute toward 

reflectance properties within the Msual f ield For example: grass, concrete, and 

paint. 

It provides information on lighting equipment such as fixture and lamp 

c haracteristics, beam spread, focusing, and operating req uirernents. 

In addition to the synthesis of  the above data, lighting designers provide 

additional information on installation, and qualitative issues o f  design. For 

example, they discuss the importance o f  view, mooQ atmosphere, balance. 

composition, and rhythm and in t u .  how these quaiities can be considered and 

appropriately applied in a lighting design (Moyer, 1992). 

Summary 

Environmental psychology, illuminating engineering and lighting design help establish a 

theoretical b a i s  for artificial lighting. Environmental psychology deals pnmarily with 

the interaction behveen humans and the büilt environment. It is a study of  the 

interactions and relationships which occur in human-environment contexts. The 

relevance of human-environment relationships in the context o f  this practicum is 

fundamentaliy focused on artificial Iight wîthin urban landscapes. It involves the study of 

human reaction to various artificial light sources, equipment, and lighting methods. It 

detennines the impact of these elements upon human behaviour, perception of space 

desiged with artificial light, and perception of the landscape in general. 



The t heories deveioped by environmental psyc hology researc h, have in many instances. 

served as a catalyst in performing the technical study of artificial ligtit and its methods of 

implementation. Iliuminating engineering provides the foundation for this information. 

It deals with considerations devoted to quality and aesthetics of light, as well as the 

technical and quantitative considerations required to enable the development of applied 

solutions. 

Lighting design serves as the link between the technical, qualitative and quantitative 

considerations of artificial light, as well as the psychological aspects related toward 

environment. It acts as a bond between the ephemeral qualities based on theories of light, 

and those more tangible aspects aswciated with design. Lighting design achieves these 

goals through the utilization of lighting equipment installed appropriately within the 

landscape to enhance legibi 1 ity and influence perception. 

Typically. effective lighting schemes are not proposed by landscape architects. even 

though lighting dramatically impacts the use and perception of a site at night. This ofien 

results in site designs which may function appropriately dwing the &y, but no! at night. 

Lighting schemes should be implemented with a full appreciation for pnnciples in 

lighting design, illuminating engineering, environmental psychology and landscape 

architecture. 



Notes 

' Legbility refers to o w  ability to move through space with greater understanding and clarity of  direction. 

' Veasurement of luminance or quantity o f  li@t reflected off the d a c e  of an object. The eye quantifies 

brightness in footlarnberts. rather than footcandies, making this measurement more imponant than 

footcandles. 

bfeasurement of illumination or quantity of light faiiino on a subject. 

' Describes a process o f  physiological change which the eye must undergo when adapting fiom light to dark 

space. and vice versa. 



THE PHk'SIOLOGk' OF MSION AND THE PERCEPTION OF 

LIGHT 

Desil ing an outdoor lighting scheme requires a thorough understanding of the human 

eye's rrsponse to anificial light. This demands a comprehensîve _msp of the 

physiological changes which the body and mind must undergo in order to achieve day 

and nighttime vision. This chapter places emphasis on understanding the relevance of 

physiological changes inherent in the eye and brain- and consequently how the? affect 

human perception of space. Chapter Two will also discuss the role of human 

espectations as well as the quantitative and qualitative effects of artificial light on 

behavior and human interpretation of outdoor space. It \vil1 discuss issues of perception 

connected with the use of artificial light at night, as well as the importance of safety and 

secunty. legibilic, and aesthetics to the achievement of a cohesive lighting scheme. 

These issues are essential in detining intent and meaning within the urban landscape at 

nieht. They contribute greatly to human interpretation of place, and thus ment 



considention by landscape architects in assessing their influence on the perception of 

desiped urban space. The following chapter will explore these issues and their 

imponance in ternis of implementation in design. 

The Physiology of Vision 

The physiolog of vision is a process comrnonly attributed to the eye, despite the fact that 

the brain shares q u a i  responsibility in the task (Boyce, 198 1 ). When referrïng to the 

human '-visuai ~ystern'~, it is important to understand that the process of seeing is far more 

than just a physiological function of the body. Siçht also provides a bridge between the 

physiological and psychological. In essence, our visual expefiences would mean haie 

without our psyche to interpret and amibute meaning to them. Conversely, our 

psychological interpretation of space would differ greatly without our visual senses to 

rein force it (Boyce, 198 1 ; Lam, i 977). Understanding how the human visual system 

operates - and in turn how the eye and brain interpret and process extemal stimuli around 

u s  - is fundamental to understanding the impact of artificial light as a design tool within 

the urban landscape. 

In general tems. light enters our eye as raw data. This data is controlled through an 

extensive complex of nerves, muscles and ligaments that comprise the eye. This 

practicum considers those portions of the eye which are directly affected, or responsible 

for t h e  control and interpretation of light. 



ce11 vaneties. The first of these two 

varie- of cslls are the cones. Cones 

comprise the area of the retina 

directly behind the pupil. They have 
Figure 2.1 Fovea diagram 

their geatest concentration here in an area referred to as thef iwu (Fig. 2.1 ) The fovea is 

the area of the eye where vision has the greatest acuity. This fact is generally supported 

by evidence which suggests that humans have the highest visual acuity when they focus 

directly upon an object - that is, when the object is focused on by the central most ponion 

of the  eye (Murdoch? 1985 : Hopkinson. 1969). Cones are described as light sensitive 

because of photopigments contained within their cellular makeup. This pigment plays an 

important role in protecting the cells against damage, but more importantiy. it enables the 

sye to adjust to various levels of brishtness. It is also important to note that cones are the 

cells which are most sensitive to higher light levels, and hence colour (Boyce, 198 1 ; 

Noyer. 1992: Hopkinson, 1969). 

The second of the two light sensitive cells is referred to as the rodv- This group of cells 

operates most efficiently afier dark, when colour is almost non-existent (Hopkinson, 

1969). As light levels decrease. rod vision becomes more acute as a result of a 
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regeneration of rhodopsin': colour vision eventually disappears (Moyer. 1991). This loss 

of colour vision can be attributed to monochromatic hctioning of the rods. In addition, 

because the rods are dispersed primanly along the periphery of the retina, night vision 

will be best when objects are viewed slightly to either side of a penon's centrai vision 

(Hopkinson, 1969; Moyer, 1992). This disperd of rod cells along the periphery of the 

retina not only ai& a person's ability to view things more accurately at night, but it also 

assiss perception of differences in connast as opposed to brightness. The rods of the eye 

developed out of a necessity to provide safety within the landscape; to provide as much 

light as possible, and wam us of changes in the visual field which rnight not be visible 

centrally (Hopkinson, 1969). As a result, the rock are largely responsible for detecting 

movement mithin our field of view at night (Hopkinson, 1969: Moyer, 1993). 

Within the urban environment one would seldom corne across conditions which are 

solely light or dark. The iris, or colored portion of the hurnan eye, is a shutter-like 

mechanism covering the pupil (black portion of the rye) and responsible for controlling 

sight under vaning light levels. It enables the human eye to voiuntaniy and involuntarily 

respond to vanous lighting levels by controlling the amount of light permitted to the 

retina. In circumstances where light b e l s  rire high, the iris closes over the pupil thereby 

limiting light stimuli to the retina. 

The process referred to as (;.h»mpic viston, describes the physiological condition where 

light saturates the rods, resulting in a bleaching of rhodopsin, rendering them temporarily 

ineffective. The process is reversed by a counter-process referred to as s c o r q m  vrslon, 
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~vhich allows the rhodopsin to regenerate when light levels diminish (Moyr. 1991. 

Hopkinson, 1969). During the scotopic phase of vision, the hurnan eye is unable to 

interpret a great amount of detail. htenm periods of bnghmess and darkness. when both 

the cones and rods are partially active, are times of rnesopic visron. Essentially. this is a 

transiton. phase when vision begins to interpret colour (Boyce, 1969). 

Design Implications 

Understanding the general behaviour of both the cones and rods in the process of vision 

as well as the resulting transitionai changes in our vision fiom brighmess to darkness 

helps to explain human reaction to illuminated outdoor space after dark. This process of 

vision simplifies the understanding required by landscape architects to incorporate 

lighting elements into a site by educating practitioners about the reaction of the eye and 

brain to various levels of brighmess. Understanding the transitional changes inherent in 

our visual systern at night enables designers to respond not only ro site features, but also 

to user needs. For example, fisture location and placement which respond to pedestrian 

movernent can reduce the occurrence of disability glare. This allows the viewer to 

maintain contact with the boundaries of a space and instills a sense of safety and security 

( Moyer, 1 992). 

Despite the formidable potential of the human visual system, it cannot operate over the 

nnge of brightness levels (photopic through scotopic) simultaneously (Boyce, 1969). 

Each successive change in brightness level requires an accompanying space of tirne for 

the eye to respond appropriately. However, it should be noted that adaptation times will 
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v a n  relative to the arnount of brighmess required by the eye to cornpensate - a process 

descn bed as transient adaptation (Lam, 1977; Boyce, 1 98 1 ). Adaptation from dark to 

light spaces generally occurs quickly. within a span of 7 to 12 minutes. However, 

outdoors at ni&, adaptation from light to dark is more ofien required and may take 

anywhere from 30 minutes to one hour (Moyer, 1992; Boyce, 1969). In most cases 

adaptation t imes wi 11 v a s  dependent upon the disparity benveen light sources. However. 

when exneme changes in brighmess are experienced by the viewer, momentary 

disorientation can occur (Moyer, 1992). For exampfe, any person who has experienced 

the transition on a bright sunny aftemoon when entenng a dark rwm will have 

experienced this phenomenon. Despite this fact, most people are unaware of this 

phenomenon occumhg. It is a process which occun almost unintempted within our 

dail? lives. Therefore. because our eyes continually adjust to changes in spectrum of 

iight, quantity of light, location of response within the retina, and lengîh of exposwe, the 

desi-er should always be conscious of the location of light sources within the field of 

vie\v. 

Research indicates that the human eye is attracted to the brightest objects within the field 

of view. This necessitates an understanding of the eye's response to light (Moyer, 1992). 

If a vien-er focuses attention on an area containing a bright source for several seconds or 

minutes, dark adaptation ma- be broken. The process of dark adaptation has to begin 

anew when the viewers shift their attention to another darker point of view. However, 

man'. circumstances anse where more than one visible brightness source exists. These 

circumstances can cause ditficulty for the viewer. When multiple bright sources exist, 
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the eye will move fiom one source to the other. resulting in repeated contraction and 

dilation of the ocular (ciliary) muscles sunounding the eye. It is these muscles which are 

primari ly responsible for any adjustments of the iris. and as with any other muscle within 

the body. repetitive movement will result in fatigue and strain (Hopliinson. 1969). When 

this occurs, the viewer may suffer fiom eye discorn fort, headaches and disorientation 

( Boyce? 198 1 : Moyer, 1992). 

Brightness and Perception 

I t  has been established that the human visual systern involves far more than just "seeing". 

In fact, what we "see" învolves far more than just interpreting visual stimuli emitted fiom 

the Sun or an artificial light source. When designing for the &an landscape at night. it is 

imperative to design for the hurnan eye's response to dark environments (Moyer. 1992). 

As discussed, the hurnan eye can respond to immense changes in luminance IeveIs quite 

sfficiently. Lam ( 1977), suggests that these changes in brightness can Vary as much as 

one million times when comparing objects under brightness levels experienced during a 

suny afiernoon CO those experienced during a moonlit evening. For many years 

argument has focused on the need to provide '-adequate light" based on quantitative data 

and analysis. Many manufacturers supply quantitative data based on specific task 

lighting. However, this quantitative data does not consider ssternal factors such as 

surface material. reflectance qualities, colours, and human expectation - factors which aIl 

influence the perceived brightness of artificial light in exterior space. In fact, research 

done at the Pratt Institute uncovered sorne cornmon fallacies behind this approach to 

lighting. These suggest perception as a more important consideration. For example, the 
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study "found no correlation between their observations of apparent (perceived) brightness 

and actuai measured footcandle levels" (Lam, 1977). The outcome of this research is 

simple: 

the colours and reflectance values of the r w m  surfaces. the use of the space, tirne 

orientation. and other factors. dl have an important bearing on the perception of 

bri-tness - a bearing which is not taken into account by direct footcandle levels (Lam 

1 977). 

Light as a stimulus and Our perception of space are inexticably linked. When the 

lighting of an environment changes, our perception of that space changes in relation 

( Moyer, 1992: Lam, 1 977; Gardner and Hamaford. 1993). Factors such as contest and 

espectations dramatically affect space perception in lighted environments. For example, 

it is not unusual for rnany people to describe an overcast rainy &y as "dark" or 

--doomy", - when in fact the actual brightness level can be significantly higher than that of 

a "brïght*' streetiamp encountered at night. Not only does this research suggest that 

brightness has far greater implications relative to other brightness levels present \4i thin 

the field of view. but it questions the relevance of energ needlessly wasted on light 

which exceeds perceptible hurnan levels. Simply: 

it means that doubling t h e  amount of li-t in a space will trot make it seern twice as 

bnght (dthough it wi/l consume twice as much energy) (Lam. 1977). 



This information is valuable in the prevention of light and energy pollution, and also in 

cost analysis masures provided to clients and users. Providing light based on a 

quai itative approach towards design intention will accornpl ish far greater goals than one 

based solely on a quantitative foundation. With an understanding of Iight quality and site 

and user expectations, the eyes require less light to make sense of the world around us, 

!et are still able to maintain visibility and safety (Lam, 1977; Gardner, 1993). 

When making evaluative judgments regarding brighîness, consideration rnust centre on 

the amount of light reflected from the surfaces of objects within the field of view. Moyer 

( 1992)- suggests there are three characteristics responsible for the arnount of light 

reflected fiom the surface of an object. They are: 

Colour 

Texture 

Material 

However. these may be inadvertently affected by extemal environmental factors such as 

moisture, which can dramatically increase the albedo (proportion of light reflectzd) of a 

surface. Seasonal factors. such as snowfall, can also dramatical l y affect the reflective 

qualities of light. Consideration should be given to increases in ambient light resulting 

from snowfall accumulation. For example, switchinç equipment such as manual 

dimmers or seasonal timers c m  ofien offset differences in reflected light caused by 

snowfall accumulation. A colour wheel added to fiber optic illuminators, or the addition 

of coloured lenses to light fixtures in speciflc areas can add aesthetic appeal and a 

seasonal vi brancy. 



Understanding the results of light changes to the eye is critical in the understanding of 

how an individual will experience a space. Not only does it provide useful insight into 

the manner in which every human experiences light in a space, it also provides cntical 

information for anyone concemed with issues such as safety, securitv, legibility and 

aesthetics. 

Colour and Perception 

What is colour? In order to use light effectively one must understand colour and its 

relation to light. Often, objects within the field of view appear to have colour as an 

intrinsic part of their composition, revealed only when light is cast upon them. It is 

important to undentand however, that the colour of an object is not revealed by light. It is 

in fact a combination of several factors. Colour is revealed by the texture and reflection 

unique to the object under exposure. Consequently when light falls upon an object, 

certain colours within the electromagnetic spectrum are absorbed by these innate surface 

testures. \\:hile the remaining electromagnetic light is reflected back towards the eye in 

the fom of stimuli which our eye perceives as colour (Murdoch, 1985: Gardner, 1993; 

Lam- 1977). For example, bananas appear yellow because they absorb al1 light within the 

visible spectnim except yellow, which is reflected fiom its surface towards the eye. 

Objects exist that have the ability to absorb al1 light within the visible portion of the 

electromagnetic spectrum and there are some objects that can reflect al1 visible light as 



wrll. For example, objects that absorb al1 visible light are refened to as black. while 

those, which refiect al1 visible light, are refened to as white. 

It is important to undentand that only "white" light will reveal most accurately which 

colour will be exposed. White light k t  reveals an object's nue colour because it 

contains al1 visible wavelengths in the electromagnetic specnum. Furthemore- white 

light is most appropriate for determining an object's colour because it responds to 

conditions that are most "naniraf" to human perception. However, understanding the 

processes of sight and vision c m  enable the designer to respond more accurately to 

lighting conditions which satisfL a psychological and physiological response to the eyes 

and brain. 

Understanding the general principles inherent in natural and artificial Iight and how these 

principles affect and respond to colour within the wban landscape, will ensure a sensitive 

design solution. For example, to ensure that landscape elements and surfaces (benches, 

concrete. plant matenals) appear unified and appropriate within site context, and respond 

as intended within the design concept, one must ensure that the objects contain 

proportionate amounts of the same colour. In essence. their surfaces must absorb and 

reflect sirnilar arnounts of spectral energy within the same waveIength(s) in a similar 

manner under similar a light source (Gardner, 1993). The ahitrary use of different light 

sources ~i t hout apparent need or j ustifkation can produce an undesirable response from 

the viewer, as it will result in perceptible changes in hue throughout the space (Lam, 

1 977). Consequentl y, to avoid a negarive perception of the lighting treatment of an 
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outdoor space, one should maintain consistent fixture and lamp type to ensure that objects 

receive unifom distribution of spectral energy of the sarne type. Providing a lighting 

design that responds to the visual differentiation of objects in a space based on light 

source wi i l  provide useful information to satisQ physiological, psyc hological and 

orientation needs. It will also contribute towards the legibility of the site (Lam 1977). 

in situations where a number of different light sources are to be used, the designer should 

ensure that objects are carefully coordinated with light sources. That is, different classes 

of obj ects should be associated with different classes of Iight, thereby preventing any 

opportunity for misleading discrepancies as a result of direct cornparison (Lam, 1977). 

For example, viewing a planting bed lit with a Metal Halide lamp will enhance the colour 

of both the leaves and flowers, while viewing it under High Pressure Sodium, \Ml1 result 

in plants which appear duil and lifeless (Moyer, 1992). 

In most instances these exacting measures are not needed to view colour. The brain's 

ability to compensate for subtle differences resuiting fkom an object's surface reflectance 

or lamp defect. referred to as ct~lrmr conscuncrd. will often neutralize srnail discrepancies. 

Colour constancy describes a process of perception wherein the brain cornpensates for a 

person's judgment of colour based on previous experience. For esample, despite Our 

ability in certain situations to make accurate colour judgements, Our brain \vil1 

compensate for the colour of light by telling us that the brick wall "appears red" even 

though we are unable to distinguish it as red under low light levels (Lam, 1977; Moyer, 

1992). However. occasions often arise when the brain is unable to compensate for low 
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1 ight levels. In circurnstances where we are confionted with objects unfamiliar to us, 

colow constancy will be of little use. This results fiom our inability to quantitatively and 

qualitatively measure an object k ing  viewed with anything existing within our previous 

esperiences. Under such circumstances, without sufflcient light, we would be unable to 

make an y signi ficant j udgement regarding an object ' s colour characteristics. 

Circumstances such as these can ofien lead to an unconscious negative response in the 

viewer towards site and space (Hanyu, 1997). This might not be the case if the design of 

the site aimed to achieve specific effects. For example, if the design of the site was to 

accommodate a skateboard or theme park, one might expect to encounter unusual lighting 

and materiais, and the effect would not be uncornfortable. In this example context plays 

an important part in subduing unusual reaction to the space. This same example might 

likewise prompt uneasiness in the contest of a residential or conservative space (Lam, 

1 9 77). 

The inappropriate use of colour \vil1 not only have negative implications on the 

appearance of objects, but can also have adverse rffects upon the perception of a space. 

An unparalleled example in Winnipeg of the inappropriate use and choice of light exists 

at the Manitoba Legisiative gounds (Appendix H). A formal garden and fountain are 

located on the southernmost portion of the grounds, between the Assiniboine River and 

Legislative building. Expenencing this landscape when al1 fixtures are in operation 

lraves the viewer bombarded by extreme light exposure? unparalleled in Winnipeg's 

urban iandscape. This lighting wheme has resulted in a drastic decrease in use of the 

area. It has also earned the garden the dubious distinction of king  called "purple city" as 
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a result of the temporary appearance of a purple hue when focusing on objects directly 

afier exiting the garden. There are few other locations within Winnipeg where such 

blatant disregard of appropriate lighting pnnciples occur. An excessive number of light 

standards. lamp numbers, and lamp type (Hi@ Pressure Sodium), have contibuted to an 

overabundance of poor light quality. Oniy issues of d e  navigation through the garden at 

night have been addressed. There appean to have been no consideration @en to aspects 

of "good lighting practice such as legibility, perception., and aesthetic interpretation. 

Not only is this approach detrimental to garden use at N'ght, resulting in poor colour 

rendering of plant material, but more irnpoitantly, the  excessive amount of light greatly 

contributes to urban light pollution7 and increased operating expense. Fwther to the 

issues of light pollution, curent research indicates that an overabundance of "man-made" 

objects. such as the lighting standards in the grounds of the Legislative building, wi l l  also 

contri bute to~vards a negative response to place (Hanyu, 1 997). 

Human perception of the luminous environment can determine the amount of visual 

attention attributed to elements within the field of view. For example, fistures offering 

exceptional colour rendering abilities in a garden will have a positive effect on the 

viewer. Dramatic lighting within a sculpture garden will, in most circumstances, also 

resui t in a positive outcome. Essential iy, perception of the l uminous environment can 

determine the amount of visual attention attributed to elements within the visual field, in 

essence determining how stimulating or attractive a space becornes or appears to the 

viewer. Incorporating these factors of perception within the design of the urban 



landscape significantly affects the success of artificial light in defining the landscape at 

night (Lam, 1977)- 

When the environment appears and behaves as eqxxxed. that is. when the l i e t i n s  

levels, gradients, patterns and colours in the visuai field are relevant to the needs and 

expectations of the viewer. the associative links are estabiished by prior experïence in 

the 'experience filters' of the braùl and the fesponse is confirmeci. This genediy 

produces a positive ernotiod response in the perceiver (Lam 1977). 

The importance of these theones in the design of Iighting within the urban landscape is 

irnperative. The social responsibility imparted on landscape architects necessitates that 

the profession no longer address these issues as simply fùnctional, but with greater intent 

and meaning. 

The power of light to influence perception, mood and even the ounvard behab~our of 

people, is one of the most important aspects of designing with Iight. That the quantity 

and quali'y of light have profound effects on the feelings and emotions of human beinss 

is now indisputable (Gardner. 1993). 

The EIfects of Full-SpectBrm Ught Cornpared with Cod and W a m  Ught 

Despite technological advances. there exists no ideal artificial source that replicates pure 

white liçht. However, many manufactures have created reasonable facsimiles ofien 

refened to as Full Specmun Light, as well as other less successful sources commonly 

know as Cool and Wann Fluorescent (Veitch et ai, 199 1 ). 



Perhaps one of the greater men_& of full-specmun light over more conventional cool 

and warm light is its ability to provide the greatest degree of colour rendering (Bora). et 

al.. 1989). Generally, full-specmim light has a Colour Rendering Index (CRI)' of 90 or 

higher, and typically includes more blues than standard ml white and warm white lamps 

do ( Boray et al., 1989). The significance of grea~er colour rendenng generally describes 

the light source's ability in mirnicking natural daylight, thus presenting objects within the 

field of view with an appearance visually similar to natural daylight. Furthemore, 

studies of full-spectrum iight have revealed less percepnial fatigue and better visual 

acuity (Boray et al., 1989). (FDA, 1986) 

Other studies of the benefits of full-spectnrm light indicate that. despite its greater ability 

to render the colour of skin and clothing more accurateiy, the effects upon impression 

formation of othen and the environment is negligible when compared with -'wvarm" and 

"cool" fluorescent light. However, results change dramatically if subjects are made 

aware of the lighting differences at the outset- Under these circumstances, the subject's 

wcre '-amrile&- by their inability to notice the benefits produced by full-spectrum 

fluorescent light on the appearance of skin colour (Boray et al., 1989). Conversely, 

rarlier resrarch on the effects of cool fluorescent light suggested that it can in fact 

increase the perception of greater space by as much as 16 percent. Recent attempts to 

replicate these findings have illustrated, however, that this is in fact false (Boray et al., 

1989). 



W ith the ability of ful l -specm light to provide greater colour rendering of both 

individuals and the environment amund us, it may seem surprising that the benefits 

associated with its use appear limited. The findings however, may be atnibuted to colour 

constancy (Lam, 1977). The ar-munent suggests that what is occum'ng is that the viewer 

is generally unaware of the benefits provided by differing light sources, and its effects 

upon the viewer are therefore almost negliçjble as a result of colow constancy. However. 

research has aiso show that when viewers are made aware of the effects of the lighting 

within their environment the results change drarnatically (Veitch et al., 1991 ; Bo- et al., 

1989). It should be noted that the above research was performed on short-term exposure 

and use, and dws not suggest that the results would be achieved sirnilady under extended 

periods of exposure to full-spectnim light. 

Summary 

The purpose of this chapter has been to establish an understanding of common 

psychological concems associated with the use of artificial light in the urban landscape. 

It has focused on researching problems attributed to its use and irnplementation, but has 

also esarnined the benefits related to increased legibility, safety and securïty, perception 

and aesthetics. In addition, further study has centered on the physiological processes 

associated with human interaction to artificial light. 

The research performed on the psychological phenornenon connected with anificial light 

indicates that factors such as brightness, light colour, and location, as well as the physical 

characteristics of the light fixture can impact, both positively and negatively, human 
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perception of exterior space. The research reveals the importance of understanding the 

human eye's response to artificial light For the purposes of this practicum the following 

were identified as pertinent principles concerning the physidogy of sight and the 

perception of space based on artificial light. 

Human sight cannot accommodate photopic and scotopic sight simultaneously. In 

order to reduce the negative effects of transient adaptation, the nurnber of fiaures 

and the distance behveen fixtures should be carefiilly considered. 

Placement of light fixtures within the landscape shouid avoid dsability glare. 

The rods located in the human eye are largely responsible for detecting movement 

within the field of view at night. Therefore the use of light in conjunction with 

human perception of rnovement can aid awareness and impact the perception of 

security and safety. 

The human eye is atiracted to the brightest object within the field of view. This 

can provide a valuable design tool to direct hurnan movement throughout a space. 

Human interpretation of artificial Iight is based partially on the user's pnor 

expenence, expectation and context. If the context meets with the user's 

espectations of the space, the use of unconventional lighting techniques wiI1 be 

acceptable. Any visual discrepancies encountered by the eye and brain will be 

compensated for by the phenornenon of colour constancy. 

Brightness is a relative term unique to existing and propsed site lighting and 

conte.xt. 

Quantitative measurements of light have littie influence on hurnan perception of 



Human perception of space changes in relation ro the lighting of an environment. 

Greater consideration towards light quality, and site and user expectations will 

require less light to make sense of the urban environment, yet maintain visibi l i~ 

and safety. 

The colour, texture and finish of an object are factors most responsible for the 

quanti*. of light reflected fiom its surface. Recipitation, in the form of min and 

snow, can contribute significantly to the proportion of light reflected fiom an 

object's surface. 

Objects should be carefully coordinated with light sources. Appropriate use of 

larnp type in conjunction with design intent, plant materials, site use, and site 

features, will ensure minimum confusion to the viewer. Arbitrary use may lead to 

a negative response to space fiom the viewer. 

The physical characteristics of lighting equipment can be useful to enhance design 

elements such as rhythm, scale, hannony and definition. If overused- they can 

contribute to a negative response to place. 

The quanti- and quality of light have profound effects on the feelings and 

emotions of human beings. 

Ways of addressing these issues are exam ined in Chapter Four. 

Notes 

Rhodopsin. or visual purple, is a light sensitive protein pigment found wiiiiin rhe rods of the retina of the 

eye. 
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CoIour Constancy refers to the unconscious processing mechanisms of perception which are perfomed 

automaticall y in our brains when viewing colours under d îerent  wavelengths of  li@. It describes the 

ability o f  the brain to recopke objects and characteristics under Merrnt conditions, and to compensate or 

these differences by cornparino them to stimuli existing within our experience filters and cheretore 

eliminating difkences caused solely by lighting changes. 
- 

L i h t  pollution shall refer to excessive amounts of light trespass onto adjacent propenies and s& 

* Cotour Rendering Index refers to a classification system used to measure the ability of a light source to 

emulate specific elecuomagnetic wavelengths of the visual spectm. lt is expresseci as a percentage 

between zero and 100. 



T E C H N O L O G Y  

Q 

This chapter examines technology in lighting design. It discusses the reievance of tixture 

size, lamp type, mounting equipment, and installations in urban lighting. Technological 

advances in tixture. lamp, and light quality, allow environmental designers more options 

in liehting the urban landscape. Ofien the choice of light source will involve decisions 

based on specitic site, design, and user needs. Aspects such as beam spread, colour 

rendering ability, fixture rating and wattage as well as operating costs will al1 play an 

important role in detennining exterior lighting needs. These characteristics ~ i l l  al1 

influence the final lighting choice. However, increasing research suggests that lamp type 

and location play a pivotal role in creating acceptable visual effects. 

Incandescent Light Sources 

Incandescent lamps - or filament lamps - produce light by heating a tungsten element 

within a vacuum or gas-filled glass envelope (Moyer, 1992). These lamps are available 



in vanous sues and wattage ratines. The benefits of using incandescent lamps include 

tight beam control, inexpensive, greater dimming fapebilities, and a light colour that 

renders human skin tones well. Furthemore, the use of incandescent light as an intenor 

light source also connibutes to its popularity as an important exterior lighting source 

(Moyer, 1991). Despite the apparent benefits of incandescent larnps. they shouid be 

specitied only in circumstances where a light source below 500 watts will be required. 

where excessive heat dissipation is not a threat to plant and site features, and where 

operating costs will not exceed budget conmaints (Gardner, 1993 ; Moyer, 1 993). 

Appendîx B gïves a cornparison of lamp characteristics. 

Tungsten-Halogen 

Tungsten halogen lamps, commonly hown as Quurtz. offer several features that provide 

greater benefits than traditional incandescent lamps. The compact size of the lamp and 

fisrue allows easier concealment within landscape and architectural features. 

Furthem-ore, the compact size of the lamp and filament permits the designer and user 

meater control over beam spread and light destination than traditional incandescent 
C 

sources. Generally, tungsten-halosen lamps offer added benefits over traditional 

incandescent iamps through efficiency, longevity of the lamp and filament, and higher 

lumen maintenance in 1 2,24, and 120 volt systems (Moyer, 1992; Boyce, 198 1 ). 

How they work 

As with al1 incandescent lamps, voltage is applied through a tilament of tungsten alloy, 

enclosed within a vacuum-sealed or gas-filled tube, until the filament becomes 
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suficiently hot that it glows, producing visible light. Tungsten-halogen lamps comprise a 

more elaborate group of the standard incandescent lamp. They ni1 l maintain the basic 

component of al1 incandescent lamps - the tungsten filament - but they have haiogen gas 

surrounding the filament, which redeposits evaporated tungsten back ont0 the filament. 

This process of re-circulating tungsten particles through halogen gas is known as the 

tungsten-halopn cycle. It is cntical in the maintenance, output and lonpviv of the lamp 

because it allows the bulb to operate at a higher temperature (Moyer1992; Boyce, 198 1 ). 

However, as a result of their extremely hi& operating temperature, twigsten-halogen 

larnps are extremely sensitive to shock damage. Therefore, they must be located in 

vandal- proof housing, or beyond reach. 

Common Tungskn-Halogen ffxfures 

For the purposes of this practicum. Mirror-Reflector (MR), and Parabolic Alurninized 

Reflector (PAR) lamps were identified as the most suitable Quartz lamp vaneties. These 

lamps were chosen because of their low operating costs, versatility of use, light qualitv, 

and beam and Iight control. These lamps provide the versatility required to address scale 

and site identified (Moyer, 1992). 

Mirror-Reflector (MW 

MR Iarnps are the most cornmon tungsten-haiogen fixtures. They consist of a srnaII 

quartz lamps surrounded by a highly reflective mirror. Available in low voltage and 

standard voltageG' models. they provide the greatest flexibility within the lighting design 

of the Iandscape. Their compact size, combined with the versatility of the vanous 
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bearnspread options, allows their use in sites requiring a minimum of visual intervention 

or distuhance. In addition, tbese fixtures ofFer improved colour when compared with 

traditional incandescent light fixtures, as well as increased operating cost, while 

providing a light quality that enhances the visibility of most plant matenal and objects 

under exposure. Depending on site and user needs, there is a choice of two models of 

MR lamps - the MR16 and the MRI 1. The increased wattage and beamspread 

capabiliries of the MR 16 lamp make them most w f u l  for general lighting purposes. 

MR 1 1 and M . 1 6  lamps are avaiiable in a range in wattages from 20 to 75wans (see 

Appendix B) (Moyer, 1993). 

MR 1 1 lamps are smaller than the MR 16 varieîy and are most useful in areas requirinç the 

Ieast amount of intrusion and in sites with well established plant and architectural 

features. The installation of low voltage models ( 12 and 24 volt) requires less site 

disturbance than installation of standard models with a voltage rating of 120 volts. 

Generall y, the risk of injury due to shock is reduced when using low voltage rnodels 

(Canadian Electrical Code, 1998). Furthemore, MRl1 lamps provide the best alternative 

to the MR16 variety in confined spaces. They offer excellent flood iighting abilities with 

good beamspread control. 

Porabolic Aluminjzed Reflector (PAR) 

S imilar to the Mirror-Reflector variety, PAR larnps combine the standard tungsten- 

halogen filament with a specialized reflector to restrict beam spread and light direction. 

Available in both low voltage and standard voltage models, PAR iamps va- from MR 
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lamps in their ability to provide a concentrated and focused light source. with excellent 

optical control aod high candlepower abilities. Their specific use characteristics limit 

their application. However. these characteristics enable designen to create accent 

lighting with minimal physical intrusion fiom fixtures, wires and mounting equipment. 

PAR lamps are available in various wattage and voltage ratings ranging corn 4Sw to 

500w and 1 2v to 1 20 volts ( see Appendix B). Generall y they are iess prone to damage 

fiom rai& imigation water, and snow than the MR variety. Some PAR fixtures are 

susceptible to corrosion resulting fiom water entering through holes in the base of the 

fixhire ( Moyer, 1992). 

Low Voltage vs. 120 vo# Standard 

Landscape lighting has traditionally involved the use of 120 volt fixtures and lamps for 

operation. However, over the p s t  two decades significant advances have ken made in 

loir- voltage technoIo0 and products. This includes a process whereby standard voltage 

( 120 volts) is significantly steppeddown (lowered) via a transformer to operating 

voltages of 1 2 - 24v. The benefits provided by low voltage technology involve greater 

operating efliciency, increased lamp life and geatiy reduced fixture size. This makes 

their use in landscape projects easier (Moyer, 1992). Additional benefits provided by low 

voltage lighting include reduced shock/electrocution hazard, as well as greatly reduced 

excavation requirements during installation (Canadian Eiectrical Code, 1998). Not only 

does the reduced excavation requirement limit initial cost to the client, it also lowers 

damage to esisting plant material and built elements on the site. Low voltage lamps 

provide the designer and client with the ability to modify lighting as the landscape 
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evolves. For example, lightweight tixtures providing accent or down-lighting during the 

initial design phase - when trees and shrubs are not yet Mly matured - can be relocated 

as necessary. Funhemore, the relatively light weight of low voltage fixtures prevents 

undue stress that is a cornmon factor with standard voltage fixtures. in renovations or on 

sites containing established planting, low voltage technology provides the least intrusive 

solution. 

Despite the advantages of low voltage lighting, designers should not overlook 

circumstances where standard voltage light fixtures would provide greater feasibility. 

For example when lighting large canopied trees dense, extensive branching systems, 

the use of standard voltage lamps would provide the light needed at the apex of the 

canopy. The most appropriate response in new installations is to provide a combination 

of both low and standard voltage fixtures. Careful consideration of site and client 

requirernents and needs in the initia1 design phase will ofien help prevent any further 

lighting dilemmas as site use and planting matures. This is especialiy true of low voltage 

lighting equipment that requires special attention during the planning and design phase to 

avoid technical problems resulting fiorn voltage drop. 

Discharge lamps 

Discharge lamps produce light via two electrodes which send an electric arc through a 

lamp filled with mercury vapour (including mercury halide) and sodium gas. Unlike low 

voltage lamps, discharge varieties require a higher sustained voltage in order to maintain 

the arc required to operate the lamp. Generally, discharge lamps are more efficient than 
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standard voltage incandescent lamps. As a result this makes them very useful for flood 

and accent lighting required for larger scale projects. 

Discharge lamps have cenain disadvantages. The initial cost of purchasing the tixtures 

and lamps is relatively high. They often produce a high lumen output, hence limiting their 

potential in general landscape applications such as footpath lighting, or planting bed 

accents, and typically they lack optical focusing and dimming capabilities. A further 

disadvantage of most disc harge lamps is that ballast changes, if necessary, are costl y. In 

addition. colour constancy benveen lamps is ofien poor. This can result in drastically 

different colour rendering of objects or individuals within the space (Moyer, 1992). 

High lntensity Discharge Lamps (HID) 

Al1 hi& intensity discharge larnps follow the same principles as discharge lamps. Colour 

and light produced from HID lamps is dependent on the type of gas in the larnp, as well 

as the type of phosphorous coating used to line the larnp. Adding a phosphorous coating 

to the lamp - a process known as colour correcting - is ofien done to improve light 

colour and quality. The result is improved light with the ability to render objects more 

closely to natural daylight. There are four basic types of high intensity discharge lamps 

that can be used in the urban landscape. They are: 

1 .  High Pressure Sodium 

2. Low Pressure Sodium 

3. Mercury Vapour 

4. Metal Halide 



A common drawback of ail HID larnps is that after accidental shutdown they must go 

through a "cool down" process before they can be re-lit. This is often referred to as 

"restrike" tirne, and is criticai in situations where HID fixtures are providing security or 

safety lighting. Consequently, HID sources should not be used in conjunction with 

motion detection equipment. 

High Pressure Sodium 

High pressure sodium lamps produce light by passing an electric arc through sodium 

vapour. The increased pressure of the d u m  vapour contained within the lamp helps 

increase light output while broadening the availabie visible portion of the colour 

s p e c t m  AIthough colour corrected lamp varieties offer an improved light quality - 

bordering on white - most high pressure sodium lamps produce a noticeably yellow light 

q d i h .  

Despite the marginal increases made in colour improvements, these lamps are generally 

restricted to highways and parking lots, where their colour rendering abilities are less 

cri ticai. However. the use of these lamps within the urban landscape should involve great 

care. Negative effects on the appearance of plant life and people, resulting from the 

limited colour produced in the visual spectrum, are ofien associated with its use. (Moyer, 

1992). 



Low Pressure Sodium 

For the purposes of  using Iight as a means of  enhancing the legibility and appearance of  

the landscape, the monochromatic light (entirely yellow) of low pressure sodium lamps 

precludes it fkom significant usage in the terms of  this practicum. 

Mercury Vupour 

iMercuxy vapour lamps produce light by passing an electric arc through mercury vapour. 

These lamps produce the greatest portion of  their light within the blue-green spectrum of  

the electromagnetic field, as well as a small segment within the ultraviolet region (Moyer, 

1992). Colour improvements can be made by rnanufacturers to improve the light quality 

by transfonning portions of  the ultraviolet light into usehl white light. 

The advantages of using m e r c q  vapour lamps include their long life - 14,000hours - as 

well as their ability to produce an effective mwnlight facsimile. Constraints include their 

cumbersome size, their relative ineficiency when compared to other HID sources, and 

the limited colour options (Moyer, 1992). 

Mefal Halide 

Similar to mercury Vapour lamps, metal halide larnps produce light by passing an arc 

through mercury vapour gas. The one difference between the hvo lamps is the presence 

of srna11 quantities of metal halidesIu within the gas. The halides react with light 

panicles IO widen the emitted light spectrum and offer the best example of white iight 

produced by any of  the HID sources (Moyer, 1992). 
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Metal halide lamps provide the best light for plant growth; a result of the light spectrwn 

whic h they produce. Their colow rendering abilities are the best of al l the HID sources. 

They provide the best aiternative of al1 HID fixtures where coiour quality of objects is of 

the utmost importance (Moyer, 1992). 

The largest constraint in using metai halide lamps is the inability of manufacturers to 

control the amount of halide used in production. This can resuit in colour inconsistencies 

between lamps. Furthemore, ballast sensitivity to variations in operating voltage \vil1 

only compound these inconsistencies while making the larnp prone to voltage drops and 

possible shutdown. Recent developments in electronic ballast technology have reduced 

many of these problems. However, retrofitting of this equipment can be costiy. 

FIuoresc en t Lamps 

Fluorescent lamps produce light via a sealed g l a s  tube containing mercup and/or argon 

cas with an electrode rnounted at either end. When volta~e is applied through both - 
electrodes, an arc of primarily ultraviolet radiation is produced, exciting the fluorescent 

powder- coating the tubular walls and producintg light (Moyer, 1992). Benefits of 

fluorescent light inctude the ability to produce most light within the visible spectrum - as 

high as 90% in Full Spectnim Lamps - rnaking it the best artificial lighting rnethod with 

which to simulate natural daylight. Despite advances made in fluorescent lamp 

technology, most fixture sizes remain quite large - ofien too curnbersome for adequately 



concealing them within the landscape. There are however, certain fixtures that are 

compact enough for outdoor use. 

Fluorescent lamps best suited to a cold climate such as Winnipeg's often require special 

protection for operation. Refened to as Jacketed. because of their sensitivity to cold 

temperatures, these lamps are surrounded by additional glass tubing to protect them fiom 

winci, air and temperature fluctuations, while providing addi tional heat retent ion IO 

maintain optimal operating temperatures. Many outdoor fluorescent fixtures have 

difficulty staning - as well as maintaining proper operation - at temperatures below IOOC 

and get progressively less efficient as the temperature falls. Outdoor fluorescent fixtures 

often require low-temperature ballasts in order to operate at all. 

Fluorescent lamps do provide the ability for even iight distributions (wash) and are 

extremely energy efficient compared with the operating cost of an incandescent source. 

Lamp life can range from 10,000 hours in larger varieties, to 10,000 hours in more 

compact varieties. These benefits nohvithstanding, fluorescent lamps often require 

expensive dimming equipment, with almost no control over beamspread. They generally 

produce signiticant amounts of light, ofien greater than the small amounts required 

during nighttime use. 



Fiber optics are becoming an increasingly appealing lighting tool for use in the landscape. 

Primarily made fiom plastic, fiber optics consist of tiny strands which transmit light 

particles along their length. Varieties include side-emining and end-ernitîing fiber optics. 

The larnp supplying light to the fibers is located in an enclosed illuminator or - Q h t  box," 

where the strands terminate (Figure 3.1). The quartz-halogen lamps supplying the 

iliuminator are raîed between 75 - 400 watts, and can sustain light in runs as long as 200 

feet ( Sorvig, 1999). The primary advantage of tiber optics lies in its ability to produce 

light without any of the constraints associated with more conventional lighting methods. 

For example, heat and electro-shock hazard ars victually eliminated, making this method 

of tighting an appealing substitute for lighting water features. The fiben can remain 

exposed, or be embedded in almost any material. The iargest constraint in the use of 

fiber optics, is their inability to transmit concentrated amounts of light for floodiighting 

and uplighting of large trees and other objects (Moyer, 1992; Sowig, 1999). 

r Rotating Coter Wheei (optional) 

or Incanaescenl Cight Source Ft bers 

Ballast or Transformer 

9 0 x  Area 
volt input 

Figure 3.7 - Light box, and fiber optic caMe system 



Fixtures for Outdoor U s e  

A number of issues must be considered when selecting fixtures for outdoor use. Fixtures 

are the physical constructs that house the larnp assembly and wires. They can become a 

means of expressing design intention and meaning. A fixture can be exposed as a des ip  

element or c m  be concealed fiom view. Conceaiment of fixtures during the initial design 

phase may be required to provide additional emphasis to other design elements or site 

f e a ~ e s .  In addition to the issues outlined above, d e n  selecting a fixture for outdoor 

use consideration m u t  also be given to: 

Safety - heat and elecûic shock resistance 

Maintenance - Iamp, fixture, installation 

Weather - moisture resistance, coId resistance and temperature operation 

Nien making fixture selections, safety is imperative. Poor fixture selection can pose 

serious risks of burn or electrocution, and can seriously impede and destroy plant and tree 

mowîh- - 

Maintenance 

The installation process and the location of fixtures are serious issues to consider in the 

construction phase if lighting is poorly addressed in the design phase. Consideration 

must be given to installation location prior to fixture seiection to ensure appropriate 



maintenance and operation while in use. For e.xample, should surface recessed HLD 

fixtures be specified, additional space will be required around the fixture to ensure 

adequate heat dissipation. This will impact installation costs. 

Consideration must also k given to site needs over time. Fixtures installed on trees for 

spot and down-lighting mu t  d e  into consideration the weight of the tixture and lamp on 

young trees as well as the fastenine method used to attach the fixture and cable to the 

tree. Heavy fixtures not only appear cumbersome on young trees, but can cause the tree 

to sag and droop, possibly affecting Iong-terni growth. Cable should never be fastened 

wit h wire wapped around the t d  of the tree. This can result in senous effects to tree 

life as it grows, resuliing in eventual strangulation of the tree, damage to the bark, and 

possibiy disease (Moyer, 1992). Instead, cIear rubber tubing or clear flexible PVC 

(Polwinylchloride) shouId be substituted. 

The prima- concem in selecting fixtures for outdoor use lies in their weather-proofing 

against water penetration. Extreme temperature variation and water penetration can 

seriousl y impede the operation of cenain fixture types. For example, fluorescent fixtures 

used in outdoor extremes must be retro-fitted with a cold temperature ballast. However, 

despite technologicaI advancements, a cold temperature ballast will ofien cease working 

below - 18°C. 



Summary 

Technological developments continue to be made in a range of areas including fiamue 

and lamp design, switching equipment, and fiber optics. This chapter has illustrated the 

variety of products in use, and the situations in which they may be applied. It has also 

exarnined professional knowledge regarding fiaure and lamp sources best suited to 

design and site needs. Subsequently, it elaborated on advantages and disadvantages 

associated with specific fixture and lamp use. The follow-ng were identified as pertinent 

critena for this practicum with respect to Iighting technology and the utilization of 

l ighting equipment. 

Four different lighting vaneties were identitiedl '. They are: 

1. Incandescenf 

O AvaifabIe in a varie- of sizes, shape and wattage ratings 

Include tight beam control (enable the user to focus more controlled 

light beam as a resuli of their smaller optical source). 

Inexpensive, easy, dimming capabilities 

Colour rendering closely matched to human skin tones 

Widely acceptable to human perception resulting from its 

popularity as an interior light source 

Limited fixture availabiiity in circumstances requiring a source 

higher than 500 watts. 



O Higher initial cost. 

O Incandescent light fixture weaknesses can include excessive heat 

dissipation and inefficient operating costs - especially in larger 

wattage models. 

2. Tungsten-halogen (quoth) MR. and PAR. 

improved variation of the incandescent light source - with halogen 

gas surrounding the filament. 
Ci 

Offer the greatest compacmess of incandescent light fixtures and 

lamp types, and provide the best opprtwiity for integration in the 

l a n k a p e  (especial 1 y l ow voltage models ). Most accommodating 

in mature, established Iandscapes. 

increased bearn and light control over conventional incandescent 

light sources. 

Good varie- of fixture wattage ratings - excellent versatility as 

Iandscapes develop. 

Easy dimming capabilities 

Lamps provide greater energy eficiency, longer operating life, and 

higher lumen maintenance. 

Available in both low ( 12 and 24 voIt), and standard 130 volt 

operating systems. 

Ideal for mounting in trees- 

Can be stake mounted and re-set as the landscape changes over time 
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Low voltage models decrease the chance of electroshock hazard 

O Reduced excavation cost incurred. 

O Extremely high operathg temperature - sensitive to shock damase. 

Require vandal-proof protection or beyond reach of high trafic 

pedestrian areas 

O High heat dissipation 

Requirement of transfomen on the low voltage models 

Slightly higher initial cost 

3. High lntensity Oischarge (U.LD.) - Geneml I n f m d o n  

Ideal for lighting mature canopied trees where higher lumen values 

are required at canopy apex- 

O Higher initial cost of fixtures and lamps 

High lumen output; limiting factor in their applicability for general 

landscape use. 

Lack of beamspread control, and dimming capabilities 

Costly maintenance associated with ballast replacement - should 

site or client needs change. 

Colow consistency between lamps is sometimes a limiting factor - 

Metal Halide. 

O Re-strike times associated with many HID sources are ofien a 

limiting factor. 



High Pressure Sodium 

Although colour corrected lamp varieties offer improved light 

bordering on white, most produce a noticeably yellow light. 

Poor light quaiity can have a negative effect upon the perception of 

plant material and people. 

Should be restricted to areas where colour quality of objects w-ithin 

the field of view is not a primary concem. 

Low Pressure Sodium 

The monochromatic light colour (yellow), precludes it from king 

of significant use in urban lighting. It dtamatically impedes the 

colour of objects under exposure. 

Mercury Vopour 

Greatest portion of light ernitted is within the blue-green portion of 

the electrornagnetic spectrum. 

Provides a light quality similar in appearance to rnoonlight. 

Long lamp life: up to 24.000 hours 

Cumbersome size and relative energy inefficiency compared with 

other HID sources. 

Limited colour options 



Me tal Halide 

Provide the k s t  light for plant growth as a result the emitted 

el ectromagnetic spectrum. 

Best option for uplighting large trees and large architectural objects- 

The addition of  metal halides with the mercury vapour surrounding 

the filament increases the amount of  visible light emitted. They 

offer the best exampIe o f  white light produced by any of the HID 

sources. 

Best colour rendering abilities of al1 the HID light sources. 

Colour consistency between larnps can be a limiting factor. 

Ballast sensitivity to fluctuating operating voltage increases 

disposition to excessive re-&ke fiequency. 

4. fluorescent 

FUI 1-spectrum fi uorescent lamps provide the greatest portion of 

their light within the visible spectnim (up to 90%). 

Greatest degree of energy efficiency - when compared with 

incandescent 1 ight sources. 

Despite advances in fluorescent lighting tec hnology, fixtures rernain 

curnbersome and large often limiting their concealment within the 

landscape. 



Limited operating abiliq in colder climates, especially at 

temperatures below - 1 O°C. 

Remfimng with cold temperature equipment such as jacketed 

lamps and cold temperature ballasts increases initial cost: extends 

operation to temperatwes of - 1 8OC 

L m p  life - 10,000 to 20,000 hours 

Useful for uniform light distribution (wash). 

Expensive dimrn ing requirements 

OAen provide overabundance of light for intimate lighting 

requirements. 

Lackofanybeamspreadfocusingcontrol. 

Research on the technolo$cal qualities of artificial lighting and equipment indicates that 

factors such as lamp type, fixture size, voltage rating, implementation (both in terms of 

installation and accommodation of lighting equipment ), as well as the physical 

characteristics of the light fixture can impact both positively and negatively, the design 

and perception of the urban landscape. 

Despite the fact that one or more light varieties ofien illuminate a site, one source will 

provide bener light quality suited to site, design, and user needs. This chapter has 

identified constraints and opportunities associated with incandescent, tungsten-halogen, 

high intensity discharge, and fluorescent lamps. This included light colour, operating 



voltage and wattage, physical aspects of the fi--es and larnps, as well as information on 

installation and maintenance. 

The factors most cntical in a technological lighting strateg include: 

Colour(s) required 

Scale 

Safety and security 

Mood 

Cost 

Ease of  maintenance 

Relationship to overall design intentions and atmosphrre. 

Notes 

" For the purposes of this praaicum Sta~~darJ volrage is defined as 120voIts. while Lm' \*oI~age means 12 

and 24 volts 

1 O Haiides are addeà to the mercury sas to widen the emitted colour spectrurn to produce an improved 

white light and to increase lamp efficiency (Moyer, 1992). 

I l  Fiber optics was not identified as a separate lighting source because it oflen uses an incandescent or 

tunosten halosen lamp as its source of light 



E L E M E N T S  D E S I G N  

This chapter incorporates research on artificial light in ternis of technologv. 

environmental psychology, il1 urninating engineering and lighting design. The synthesis 

of this research forms the basis of a lighting scheme founded on sound principles of 

landscape architecture, technology, and lightinp design. The integration of this 

knowledge will form the basis for guidelines to be irnplemented within the site. 

Site analysis 

A contextual map (Figure 4.1 )" illustrates the relationship of the site to major features 

located in Winnipeg's downtown, includinp The Forks National Historic Site, the 

Assiniboine River, and the Manitoba Legislative Grounds. In addition, the site offers the 

benefit of maintaining a close connection to Winnipeg's business district (Broadway), as 

well as such other amenities as hotel, shopping and convention facilities. Consequently, 



the site is regarded as a catalyst for 

Winnipeg's downtown 

infiastructure, while also serving as 

a gathering spot for local residents. 

Currently, the site is surrounded by 

a nurnber of artificial lighting 

sources. The principle sources are 

high pressure sodium fixtures 

mounted on standardo, 10 meter high 

Figure 4.1 Contextual map illustrating site in downtown 
Winnipeg. Red area indicates location of site. 

green steel Cobra head Street &dures, or on wood hydro poles (Appendix G). These 

occur primarily on Edmonton and Hargrave Street and York Ave. Several rnercury 

vapur  fixtures mounted on wood poles also exist. Existing buildings surrounding the 

site, such as the Winnipeg Convention Centre, contribute "light trespass" in the f o m  of 

fluorescent and incandescent signage. A major dilernma therefore, is to satisQ cnteria 

outlined in the preceding chapters, and to overcome the constraints outlined in the site 

analysis. This will involve carefûi planning of site use with introduced lighting elements. 

Subsequent discussion will examine conceptual methods of approach to deal with the 

opportunities and constraints of artificial lighf and the technology associated with its use. 



Proposed Site Design 

Prior to discussion of lighting design elements proposed for the site, an ovewiew of the 

site is presented. This discussion is intended to reinforce the premise that lighting can be 

used to stren-&en concepnial design ideas and intent. 

CONCEPT STATEMENT 

The purpose of extracthg lines of vision and action is to design for views which 

visually work out fiom the site to place itsclf within the context of downtown 

Winnipeg. This site is not merely a unique central public park space to 

downtown, it is the h e m  of downtown which colleas eneqy fiom its composite 

of structures. landscapes and people. It acts like a prism by collecting the energy 

of this dense h a n  environment and re-distributes this energy a r e  to diffèrent 

parts of the site. thereby accornmodating specific activities in some areas. Other 

areas are defineci simpty by the concentraîed energy which resides in these 

places. The collective space foçuses this energy and &es it definition. Ir 

physically connects to its context and on detailed scal- responds to the nature 

of the fabric within which it is placed (Goertzen 1999). 

The urban nature of the site mises issues which must be addressed to create an 

environment that evokes a feeling of securïty. In order to create a safe and secure 

nighttime urban environment, designers must fiee the viewers' unconscious processing 

mechanisms from fear of ham. This involves the use of well-controlled, maintained and 

designed lighting elements that respond to human perception, bnghtness, contrast, safety 

and securiy, and legibility. This will enable pedestrïans to operate comfortably and to 

appreciate the amenities offered by the space. This practicum focuses on specific areas 

nithin the proposed site design that are more heavily used at night. These areas include: 

Central piazza 
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Reflecting pond and Waterfall 

T r e e p a ~ i n g ~ d s  

Pathways (Pedestrian Comdors) 

Site programmine is discussed in detail in Appendix A. The lighting des@ ~ 1 1 1  

concentrate on reinforcing the relationship of site design to context, and on enhancing the 

cohesiveness of site elements to form a vocabulary which strengthens site legibility and 

aesthetics during nighttime use. The design will concentrate on lighting strategies which 

seek to enhance public perception and use of urban space at night. 

Llg hting Strotegies 

As discussed, key areas have k e n  identified within the proposed site design as providing 

potential conflict in the public use of space at night. Generally, the design of the site 

maintains fluent sight lines that connect the interior piazza to the existing surroundings, 

making it visible from externa1 vantage points. These sight Iines are reinforced with 

visual nodes established on adjacent city streets where the sight lines converge. These 

nodes will become the locations for LED pavers and light standards as identified in 

Figure 3.2. For this reason, the pi- is the most visible space, and therefore will require 

iess attention in terms of safety and security lighting (Appendix D illustrates a Lighting 

Layout Plan for the site). 





FootLombert and Footcandles 

As discussed in Chapter Two, the human eye is aîîracted to the brightest object within the 

field of view. Exploiting this principle of human physiology can provide a unique 

opponunity for presenting the urban landscape at night. Appendix C illustrates a 

conceptual lighting plan of the site with proposed levels of illumination. Both footcandles 

( fc ) ' and footlarnberts ( fl)'", as well as the relevant reflectance levels (P). associated with 

the surface materials wd, are necessary to present an accurate description of lighting 

transitions involved in the space. The importance of supplying footlamben levels rather 

than footcandle levels is due largely to the reflectance of surface materials used in 

ponions of the site. FoorcunJk is a term used to describe a measurernent of illumination 

or quantity of light falling on an object''. A footcandle measurement. however, does not 

take iinto consideration the absorption of light pnicles by surface matenals, or refiaction 

of l ight waves t hrough air. l - b o ~ h h e r r  is the term used to descnbe the quantity of light 

reflected off the surface of an object (Murdoch, 1985; Moyer, 1992: Boyce, 198 1 ). The 

eyes see luminance or footlamberts, rather than footcandles, and this value will therefore 

be given precedence in this practicum. 

The relevance of the luminance transitions which occur throughout the site will 

dramatically impact not only the way a participant is introduced to the space, but also 

hoa they perceive and move through it. Moyer ( 1992), suggests that when individuals 

are moving through space, they feel greater comfort when they are progressing toward an 

area of higher brightness. This theory is adopted in the conceptual lighting plan 
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illustrated in Figure 4.3. Here, footlambert levels introduced around the periphery of the 

site are generally between a value of 1.0 f l  and 1.2 fl. The 1.2 fl used will occur at a level 

slightly greater than that occurring on adjacent city streets. The introduction of a 

marginal increase in luminance level will set the precedence for the rernainder of the site. 

Following this introduction, luminance levels will gradually increase as the participant 

progresses inward, culminating with the geatest luminance level at the central piazza 

(4.0 fl). This point wiII serve as the major focal point within the lighting design. Despite 

a marginal increase in the footcandle level of the piazza ( 10.0 fc), the footlambert value 

\Ml1 in fact be four times greater than that occurring along the paths. This demonstrates 

the importance of reflectance values in calculating brightness levels perceived by the 

human eye. In this case, the central piazza contains red-brown interloçking paving 

blocks with a reflectance value of 4 0 % ~ ' ~  while paths leading into the piazza are surfaced 

with a paving block with a reflectance of 15%. Under these circumstances the path 

surfaces. due to their low reflectance value, absorb a greater amount of li@t energy and 

require 6.67 fc and 10.0 fc respectively. to sustain a level of 1 .O f l  and 1 5footlambert. 

Surface areas separating paths and piazza - for example turf, gravel, and planting grids - 
will require increased brightness levels due to their greater importance within the lighting 

scheme. Because these areas fom a geater portion of the site, their lighting levels will 

correspond wïth their associated surface quaiities to ensure a smmth transition between 

areas. Essentially, not only will an  increased brightness level maintain visual interest on 

designated areas, it will also serve as a bnghbiess bridge between lighting transitions, 

effectively reducing the occurrence of transient adaptation. 



The only exception to increased levels of brightness throughout the site will occur in the 

reflecting pond and adjacent areas. Here, lower levels of brighrness are proposed to 

offset the relatively low luminance values associated with point source fiber optics. 

Maintaining a value within the 1.0 fl level adjacent to the pond and of 0.8-0-7 fl over the 

pond itself \vil1 ensure the added contrast necessary for the desired effect required by the 

fiber optics. In order to achieve the relatively low levels of light required above the pond, 

rninirn um reflectance glare fiom adjacent f i m e s  must be ensured- 

In certain circumstances the retaining walls can serve as a visual barrier, resticting the 

cones of vision. The end result is the creation of dark undefined spaces adjacent to and 

around corners. Such visual barriers occur in Area 1 (Figure 4.2). The proposed solution 

to this problem entails the creation of a light '-wash" aIong the walls adjacent to major 

walkwvays. The light wash strategy responds to the argument that human vision senses 

movement most accurately within the peripheral field of vision. This premise is 

strengthened by the argument that providing a light wash along those walls adjacent to 

pathways \vil1 enhance the contrast of figures against a lighter backdrop provided by the 

wash (Hopkinson, 1969: Moyer, 1992) (Appendis E. Detail Z of Drawing L3). 

Low voltage minor-reflector larnps (MR) will be used to provide the desired light output. 

These lamps were chosen basrd on their ability to provide excellent flood'' distribution. 

with good beamspread control. A louvered fixture lens ~ i l l  be used in conjunction with 

an  adjustable fixture to obtain optimal directional capability while guaranteeing minimum 

glare (Figure 4.4). 
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Walkways and paths adjacent to corners of converging 

retaining walls in Area 1 were identified as areas 

where apparent safety may be lower. To prevent an? 

concealment behind adjoining retaining walls, 

directional light will be projected close to intersecting 

points by way of light --fins", casting shadows and 

providing a cautionary signal of impending danger to 

anyone approaching (see Appendix E, Details 1 and 2 figure 4.4 - Fixture with louvered lens 

of Drawing L5). MR lamps supplying a soh gaze'' of light will be used in conj unction 

WI th fixtures partial1 y recessed within the retaining walls, and containing appropriate lens 

louvers to prevent @are. 

Research indicates that transitional changes inherent in our visuaI system when moving 

from light to dark space, can have a profound impact on the way we perceive our 

environments. A landscape which uses pockets of light interspersed with darkness wïll 

result in a regular shifl from photopic to scotopic vision (also know as transient 

adaptation), and possibly fead to eye strain, headache or fatigue. The user can be left 

feeling disoriented, unsafè and, consequently, leave with a negative perception of the 

space (Lam, 1977: Boyce 198 1 ; Moyer. 1992). In order to avoid transient adaptation that 

occurs under these circumstances, a hrrghrness brrdge wïiI be implemented in the design. 

Brightness bridge is a term which refers to "f i l l "  light, used in the interim pends  of 

brightness IO soften the transition fkom brightness point to brightness point within the 
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landscape. The primary role in applying this technique is to reduce the ratio of light 

between sources and, consequently, to alleviate the instances of transient adaptation. 

Therefore' lighting elements proposed on the site will maintain a brighmess ratio to 

surrounding areas of between 3: 1 and 5: 1 from pathways lit to a level between one and 

five footcandles (Moyer, 1992). Area 2 in Figure 4.2 indicates where brightness bridges 

are achieved by means of down-lighting through the tree canopies. 

Paths 

The criteria used for lighting pathways is largely based on the cornplexity of the path. 

Moyer ( 1991) suggests that two types of paths are generally identified - simple and 

19 compler . For example, simple paths using material with little pattern and high 

reflectance - such as concrete - will require less light as opposed to darker materials with 

stronger texture qualities, such as red brick or crushed Stone. Convenely, complicated 

paths typically require a higher quantity of light to maintain psychological comfort for 

the user (Moyer, 1992). 

The use of pockets of light has generally been established as an undesirable effect within 

the urban landscape. Research suggests that patterns of light and dark should be avoided 

along pathways. This results from a tendency for the eyes to be attracted toward bnght 

and dark contrast within the field of view. The end result may be that people direct 

involuntary attention toward the light pattern of the path and not toward the desired 

elements wvithin the landscape. There are, however, exceptions to this rule. When the 

pattern of light introduced along a path creates an evenly distributed show of light, such 
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as shadow patterns cast fiom dom-lighting through a tree canopy (Example. Area 3 in 

Figure 4.2), the eye tends to be less amacted to changes in 

concrast (Moyer, 1992) (Perspective 3, Appendix F). Where 

pathways wi11 be lit along one side by light standards, as in Area 

3- or under circumstances where additional path lighting is to be 

supplemented by Iighting one side of the path with bollards, as 

in Ares 4, consideration ~vill be given to: 

The overlap of beamspread fiom adjacent fixtures to 

ensure adequate light output at the edge of the two 

fi-xtures (Fi_gure 4.5). This parantees sufficient 

brightness to compensate for higher light output directly 

beside the fixture. 

Ensuring a minimum light ratio of 4: 1 of  the required 

footlamkrts at the fixture to the extent of its 

beamspread capabilities. For example, the 

pathway between Areas H and N of the proposed 

lighting plan requires a footlambert level 

calculated at 1 .O fi. However, at the midpoint 

between the two tlstures. the footlambert level 

should not drop below 0.25 fl. Ensunng a ratio as 

close to 1 : 1 \vil l provide the best solution. 

However, maintaining a minimum ratio of 4: 1 will 

Figure 4.5 overlap 
required between adjacent 

furtures 

Figure 4.6 relation of fixture height 
to plant material and adjacent 
pathway. 

ensure a sufficient continuity of light for saîè navigation. 



In circumstances where fixtures are concealed by plant material adjacent to the path, such 

as Area 4, the head of the fixture must maintain a minimum of six inches clearance above 

the mature height of plant material to effectively light both planting and walkway surface 

(Fi-rmre 4.6) (Moyer, 1992). 

W a t e r  Features 

The use of light in conjunction with a water feature requires consideration of the 

following four critena described by Moyer ( 1992): 

Refiaction of light 

Effect of light on aerated or turbulent water 

Effect of light on flat or smooth water 

Dispersion of light in water 

Major water elements in the site (Area 5) require not only an understanding of their 

importance within the composition at night, but also an understanding of the physical 

properties of light associated with its use in water. Comprehending these properties will 

ensure a cohesive integration of water features within the composition. 

Refraction of light 

The physical properties of light are altered by the density of materials through which it 

passes. This occurs when the velocity of light, in response to the material through which 

it is passing, changes, causing the beam of light to inflect in direction. Light traveling 

through the air into water tends to increase in angle fiom the downward perpendicular, 

while iight exiting from water into air tends to increase in angle fiom the upward 
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perpendicular. When the aiming angle of a light source under water reaches 49 degees, 

al 1 light %II! be reflected back under the water wiîh none passing into the air (Moyer, 

1992). 

Effect of light on aerded or turbulent wotcr 

The outcome of directing light on aerated and turbulent water is largely dependent upon 

the bubbles created In these circurnstances light particles react with the bubbles - 

through reflection and refraction - to create a glowing appearance. The bubbles also 

enable the design to be enhanced through the introduction of a coloured source. In order 

to create a glowing effect within the water, as in the strip of water in Area 5, fixtures are 

to be located directly below the source of turbulence (see Appendix E, Detait 1 of 

Drawing L3 ). 

Effect  of light on flot or smooth woter 

Where the desire is to maintain a smooth, unbroken water surface. as in the pond in Area 

5, lighting elements shouid be located outside the body of water. The main objective is to 

create the desired effect through the use of reflection off the water's surface. 

Dispersion of light in woter 

When light travels through different media, such as water, it becomes scattered by the 

water particles with whkh it cornes in contact. The main factor to consider when using a 

submersible light source is depth. The perceived brightness of a Iight source in water \vil1 

diminish [O percent for every two inches of depth (Moyer. 1992). 
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Fisture location and cost are ofien determining factors in these types of lighting 

applications. Placement can dramatically offset the desired effect. For example, f i x ~ ~ r e s  

located below water, as in Area 5, will substantiaily increase not only initial cost (three to 

five limes), but also installation and maintenance costs. Regrettably the effect of above- 

water fixtures tends to be less dramatic. For the purposes of this practicurn, only 

submersible fixtures are proposed. 

Despite their lower costs, non-submersible fixtures are not without constraints. When 

locating fi.xtures above-water, care must be taken to ensure the fi.xture is properly aimed. 

The angle of direction should not exceed 35" from the downward perpendicular. This 

\MI1 reduce glare, and direct the viewer's attention to desired areas within the field of 

vie~v.  

Reflecting Pond 

The reflecting pond located on the eastern portion of the site \vil1 bct a major focal point. 

The pnmary I I &  source will be supplied through fiber optic elernents (Appendix E, 

Details 1 and 2 of Draw-ing La). These elements will conform to existing grid elements 

used to define the planting grid to the north. Their principal role is to accentuate 

underlying geometry and to contnbute to overall Iegibility, and site vocabulary 

( Perspective 2: Appendix F). Safety issues, such as electric shock hazard associated with 

Iighting this type of water feature, will be non-existent. The fiber optic light box, acting 

as the source for the pond, wiil be located several meters away, providing ample buffer 
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from an! potential threat. Low voltage MR lamps recessed under the cantilevered edge of 

the pond wili enhance its appearance at night 

W a t e r  W a l l  

The water-walI located on the site wi11 be defined at night through placement of liat 

fixtures located below grade at a point just above water collection. The fiaures Hill be 

situated directly in front of the wvater shining at its surface (see Appendix E, Detail 1 of 

Draw-in: L3). This method \ras chosen based on the desired outcome of the falls. The 

srnooth w e d "  of the water-wall necessitates the use of this lighting method by limiting 

the creation of water bubbles. The fixtures, located at the water collection point, provide 

sparkle from the mist emanating at the collection area. Furthemore, the acute airning 

angie wiII enhance the entire height of the wall as water falls from above and is 

au-mented by the sparkle of light of its surface. 

Plant Material (Tree Grid) 

The large planting grid located in North-West 

corner of the site will serve as a major lighting 3-5 CJI- . .--- . - a'.-. 
/ .- . 

i~ 4 . r i  
4. 5'. ? 5, 

clernent in the overall design (Area 6 on Figure t. 
s.01 5;u1 -:- 2$ 

5-. < t?- -c 
Createa - -  - - - ; *  -,d 

4.2 ). Here, l ight will strengthen legibility of --A.- p >;+.CI 

the site and make underlying conceptual ideas - W- . $3:- 

visible. Highlighting the é d  of hard and soft 

surfaces will enhance design intention within 
Figure 4.7 fixture aiming 



the space by night. Fixtures will be recessed in conjunction with the underlying N d .  

based on the hierarchy of tree planting established in the conceptual design. Planting 

material chosen for this area include Silver Maple. This method of lighting is referred to 

as uccenrmg (Perspective 1. Appendix F). In order to provide suflicient light to maintain 

the desired effect as the trees mature, three- 120 volt fixtures per tree, combined with 

parabolic aluminized reflector (PAR) lamps are proposed (Appendix E. Detail 3 of 

Drawing L5). Three fixtures per tree were chosen to mainbin adequate light around the 

base of the canopy. and prevent the creation of ho/ spots2'(see Figure 4.7). Specitically. 

PAR3 8 larnps in a fixture with adjustable aiming capabilities will be used. These lamps 

provide escellent optical control to light bearnspread, and when combined with higher 

output lamps, ensure lighting meets the required changes to aiming as the site matures. 

To funher enhance design intention. elements located off the site on adjacent streets. in 

Area 7, will serve as visual "light" rnarkers to orient onesel f to both the space and 

surroundings. while strengthening perceivable boundaries (Appendix E, Drawing L7). 

These points are located along sight lines and emphasize conceptual denvatives based on 

site analysis, but function as threads which stitch the site within the greater urban context. 

These "lisht-' markers will consist of light standards. circled with Iight emitting diode 

(LED) paving blocks. 

In parts of Area 2, where planting is more randomly distributed- the l ighting used will 

largely reflect design intent. These areas will use an informa1 lighting technique referred 

to as r > ~ o o n z n  (Appendix E, Detail 4 of Drawing L5). The premise behind this 
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method of lightins is that placement of fixtures within tree canopies, carefuily 

downiighting adjoining canopies and pathways. This enhances the space below the 

canopy, and reinforces design intent by maintaining a "natural" lighting approach. Here 

mercury vapour. which most accmtely represents the colour of mooniight- wi1I provide a 

sofi shadow patterning of light on adjacent pathways and amongst trees. This method of 

lighting aileviates the need for additional Iighting elements along adjacent walkways- and 

presents a less inmisive light treatment. Furthemore, it also serves as an effective 

brightness bridge, connecting contiguous spaces visually. (Moyer, 1992). 

Street Lig hting 

In order to respond to site vocabulary, pedes~ian-scale light standards are proposed along 

Edmonton and Hargrave Streets, and York Avenue (Appendix E, Drawïng L7  and L6). 

These lighting elements shall comply with the brightness values identified in Appendix 

C. 

Conclusions 

Artificial light p l a ~ s  an important pan in revealing the landscape around us  at night. It 

can uncover obstacles on a path and enabie people to navigate a space effectively. More 

importantly. artificial light drarnatically affects human perception, safety and security, 

legibility and the aesthetics of the urban landscape at night. Carefully introduced lighting 

elements can direct movernent, highlight natural and architectural features, reveal site 

desig intention, and enhance aesthetic appeal. The incorporation of these lighting 



elements with landscape architecture involves a collaborative process which must begin 

at the conceptuai design phase- 

Ttpical ly, lighting design, illurninatin_e engineering and environmental psycho log^ 

operate in isolation from each other, and their contributions have little or nothing to do 

n i t h  each other. This process ofien results in lighting schemes which may not be ideal. 

Landscape architects can serve as the cotlaborating force that addresses the contributions 

of these various fields, but aIso serves to address the site design and the lighting design 

sirnultaneously. Although illuminating engineen and environmental psycholog~sts 

contribute to o u  quantitative and qualitative understanding of lisht, these principles 

remain for the most part theoretical, and are only addressed by lighting designers after 

completion of site design. In addition, site design ofien occurs in the absence of the 

lighting designers, resulting in lighting schemes which are superflcial, and site desigris 

which do not address pnnciples set forth by il luminating engineers and environmental 

psychologists. 

A lighting scheme which responds to the lighting principles, psychological theories and 

methods of lighting application outlined in Chapters One through Four will result in the 

best possible solution. It wi l l  enable landscape architects to maintain design objectives, 

respond to specific site lighting needs, and satisfi. human issues of perception, safetv, and 

security. Consequently, it will provide an environment for use 24 hours a day. 



Notes 

" Figure 4.1 illuscrates the location of the site (uidicatcd in rd) .  surromdine landmarks (yellow) and green 

spaces (green) as well as the Assiniboine River (blue). 

13 Measurement of illumination or quanûty of Iight falling on an object. 

14 lMeasurement of luminance or quantity of light reflected off the sufice of an object. ï h e  eue qauntifies 

bri@tness in footlamberts. rather than footcandles, making this measurernent more important than 

footcandles. 

'' For the purposes of this praaicum pathway light fevels will maintain a brightness between one and five 

footcandles (Kauhan, 1981; Moyer, 1992). 

16 Reflectance values as detennined by the Ulumùuiting Engineering Handbook (Kaufinan. 1 98 1 ) . 

17 FloodIighting - describes a lighting process that involves an even distxibution of light applied 

perpendicuiar to the object under exposure. This lighting method produces a flat, shadowless effect ofien 

used to enhance shape. 

LX Graze refers to a lighting technique used to emphasize texture. It involves the application of light close 

to the surface. Lights can be aimed up. down or across a surface. 

1 '? For the purposes of this practicum "simple paths" refers to walkways that require less visuai attention 

due in pan to their shape. and the construction materials used. "Complicated paths" shall be used to 

descnbe walkways that are inegular in shape and elevation and matend. 

'O Refers to the edge that the water falls over when making a vertical drop. 

" Hot spot is a term used to describe unbalanced or high brightness points which may arise fiom poorly 

planned or aimed fixtures. 
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Appendix A 

SITE DESIGN PROGRAMMING 
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The site has k e n  broken dom into several areas for the purposes of d-bing adivities' 
programming for these areas. Please refer to the attached diagram for the following 
discussion. 

As indicated on the diagram, these areas indude t h m  mounds, both sloped areas adjacent 
to the small restaurants and Ioosks (H), and the -ng steps. All of these areas provide a 
wide range of seating opportunities with degriees of Sun and shade, private and public 
exposures, and fornial and informa! settings. The intention is to provide for a wide range of 
user prefererices, considering near-by offioe ernpbyees, apartment and hotel reçidents, and 
other downtawners. 

The three mounds are intended to serve as informa1 seating areas, with varying degrees 
of privacy, and sunny to semi-shady iigM mndins.  These are fle#bie spaces expeded 
to be occupied at any time of day. 
The doped areas adjacent to the restaurants provide a fonnal -ng area, with semi- 
public exposure to York Ave, and full sunlight conditions. It is expeded these seating 
areas will be prima* serve the dientele of the shops, as HleH as mer  people on their 
lunches and dinners. These areas will likely be rnost heaviiy occupied during these 
times. 
The seating steps wilf fundon simibrty to the sloped areas, senicing the dientele of the 
adjacent kiosks and piana during meal-times. This area, however, is enürely public in 
nature, and consequently, is expeded to attrad passers-by. The seating in this area is 
much more formai, and will experienœ full and partial sunlight due to the neighboring 
trees . 

B - Na tu raliïed Native Grass A rem 

These indude both the mound and sloped area adjacent to the pod (D), and a sloped area 
opposite Cartton St. These areas mnt"bute to the overall sculptural qual is  of the site. by 
providing the unique textures, d o r s  and animation of tall grasses. These areas are not 
intended for heavy pedestrian use, although minimal use is acceptable following a minimum 
establishment pend of two years. (These areas should be reasonabiy fenced during the two 
year establishment period to prevent trarnpling and encourage snow accumulation.) 

Ail three areas have relatively expased Iodions adjacent to peripheral and intemal 
sidewalks. These areas conûibute to the sculptural quafities of site as above, and are not 
intended for heavy pedestrian use. It is recommended that you albw a minimum 
establishment period uf five years in these areas to a b  the less visible seedlings and 



shrubs to establish. These areas shouM be securely f e n d  to prwent the t;arnpling of the 
understorey. and ericoumge snow accumufation. 

D - Pool and Watenuall Areas 

These areas indude the central pod, the smail rock trough to the north, and the adjacent 
water wall. 

The central pod is intended for use year-round, during both days and evenings. 
Peripheral seaîjng benches are bcated around the pod, providing varying degrees of sun 
and shade in a fomal seduded -ng. This a m  wifl operate as a smal skating area for 
residents dunng the! winter months ( g e n e d y  f rm mid November to Marctr). During the 
summer, the pool should generaily be open mid May to late September. 
The waterwall and adjacent trough will operate year-round, equipped unth ambierit heat 
sensors which wiH operate bdaw freezing to heat the rock in the trough and the water 
pipesforttrewatenivdl- 

E - Piazza Area 

The intention of the piana area is to provide a flexible puMic gathenng space for al1 users, 
induding the dientek of the shops and kiosks (H). Buskers and vendors are enmuraged in 
this space. as are festival perforrners and artists. 

F - Parking Lot 

This parking area has been preserved, although the orientation of the parking spaces have 
been akered to reinforce the connection to the rest of the site and to the adjacent wall which 
conneds the site to the law courts. This parking lot also accommodates 48 rather than 44 
cars. Underground parking has been provided for on site wiUi access from Cartton St. 

G - Tree Pming Griris 

These areas are both surrounded by sidewalks, and so it is expeded that heavy pedestrian 
use wilf occur here. Whiie it is intended for pedestrian use, it is recommended that 
precauüons be taken to alfow the establishment of these large canopy trees. These areas 
should be securely fenœd to prevent premature damage for a period of five years. 

H - Snlall Restaurants and Kiosks 

These areas indude the small restaurants lining a peâestMn conidor across ftom the 
Convention Centre, as well as a row of kiosks facing the piazza across Cartton St. The 
purpose of the small restaurants is to provide take-out food, much like "Soup Pierrew on 
Corydon, for al1 users year-round, both days and evenings. These restaurants will pmvide a 
unique Winnipeg sampiing of local culture. and a t m  off-site users. The kiosks will fundion 
as more flexible structures. providing temporary space for festival vendors and others during 
the summer. In the winter, these structures will be mnverted for use as skate change 
faalities, adjacent to the skating pond. It is expeded that the kiosks will operate primarily 
during dayiight hours in the summer, and al1 day dunng the winter. 



1 - Saclptu ral Rock Car& 

Much like the l a f  gras and forested amas. this space is intendecl to add to the sculptural 
qualities of the site. # is expeàed that this area wii not be heaviiy traversed, however user 
interadion is encouraged. 

Ali of these areas a n  integrai to the design, providing essentid access points to the intekt of 
the site. These areas should be kept in good cmndition in accordance with the maintenance 
policy as ouüined belaw. 



Appendix B 

LAMP CHARACTERISTICS AND OPERATING DATA 
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- L A W  COMPARlSON CHART --- - - - 
C A E S O R Y  1 &%-A& EGICACV I 

I 

LIF E TRAHSFOIU)~ S T A ~  ' P O W C ~  WERCPW.G- 
CATEGORY , RANGE , i i i m n s  p a r  wax; Vnra-rs i BALLIS; , IhiEFifiUP / AEViTY - - 



INCANDESCENT LAMPS 

HlG H INTENSlTY DISCHARGE LAMPS 

Examples of incandescent and H.I.D. Iamp shapes. 



- - -  - T 5 

MEDIUM BIPIN 18 
7: O 

-. - Y 

RECESSEDDOUBLECONTACT 

b 
COMPACT 

2-PIN 
COMPACT 4 TU8E 

4-PIN SINGE- 
PIN 

EL GLOSE 
MEDIUM 

BASE 

EL GEFLEGTOR 
MEDIUM 

BASE 

Examples of  fluorescent shapes and bases. 



LlGHTlNG APPROACH 

UP LlCHT OOWN LlCHT 

EFFECT 

WASH 

GRAZE 

SHOW TEXTURE 
(Truii k) 

HALO 
(Trunk) 

SlLHOUEnE 

SHADOWS: 
(On Vnriiciil Siirliici,) 

MOONLIGHTING: 
(Shadows on Horironlal Surfaco) 

CLOW 

DETAIL AND COLOR 

PURPOSE 

FlLL 

FlLL oi ACCENT' 

ACCENT 

ACCENT 

ACCENT 

FlLL 

ACCENT 

ncquircs liiiture location closo Io objocl 

FIKTURE LOCATtûN PURPOSE 

FRONT FlLL 

FRONTm FlLL or ACCENT' 

'SIDE, FRONT" ACCENT 
or HACK' 

BACK ACCENT 

BACK ACCENT 

f ILL 

UNDER CANOPY 

FILL or ACCENT 

FIXTURE LOCATIûN 

FRONT 

FRONT' 

'SIDE, FRONT" 
or BACK' 

BACK 

OVER oc IN TREE" 

OVER CANOPY 

" ~rt&ros ahining through loavos and brnnchns 
--- --o.--- --- .. .- .... .- .----- -.--- 
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FlXTURE Lamp Louvor 6 
SI 1APE Shielding Mounting 

-&..--a- p.-----.. 

SIIAOIJ , S ~ z e  niid I m p s  Opnn TYW l!L Avoilnhility T Y P ~  
will vary w~lh rnanu!acluror or Watîaas and I'ypcs Avalbtlo 

Closod 

R UORESCENT 

FLA T BACK 

Closod 

Closod 

Closod 

Clased 

Closud 

Closnd 

Closod 

Cl os0 rl 

Clusad 

- - 

T5 
Fi WA1'1S 

TR 
15 W A n S  

T I O  
60 WAT I S  

112 
30 to 40 
w m s  
Compact 
9 Io 13 
WATTS 

Cornpmt 
9 WATTS 

(2) Cui~iyact 
13 WATTS 

'ra 
30 WA1'1S 

110 
40 W A l  1s 

1-1 2 
40 WATTS 

Optional ShioM, 
Inleinal Louvor 
Oplional t lood, 
Ciistoin I.ouvar 
Oplioi i~I  Hood, 
Inlorrilrl (.ouvoi 

Ciistoiii Louver 

Custom I.ouvor 

Cusloffi I.ouvor 

Custuiii Louver 

Ahovo oi Balow 
üiado Jimcfion 

mir, 
Poiihlo Spoar, 
Surfaco Mount, 

Tiee Mounl 
Samo as a b w o  

Same as abovo 

Abovu or thlow 
Qirido Jundion 

bu, 
Surlace Mount, 
Partahlo Spa1 
S a m  as aMvs 

S a m  as abovo 

Ground and Surface Mounted Fixtures 



Appendix C 

CONCEPTUAL LIGHTLNG PLAN 

n 



Turi ( G i )  

Requimd FooClambsrb = 1.5 
FooClamtmt (fi) = Footcandk (fc) x 
Ren4ctim (P)  
1.5n = fc x .07p 
fc = 21.4 

Foatlrrnhrt (1) = Foatandla jk) x 
Rencaanah (P) 
4.0(1=fcx.40p 
fc = 10.0 

Turf (G-) 
Raîlecmnœ = 7 W \ 

Requirad Fodamberts = 1.7 rn 
Feoamm (n) = F-tandIe x $ 
Refl@uanœ (P) O 

3 
1.711 = fc x .07p 
fc = 24.3 

Plrniing ûriâ (SVver 
Raiicctanœ = 25% 
Required Footlameerts = 2 0  
Footlamkn (n) = Foatandle (k) x 
Reiiectana (P) 
2cm=tc~.s5p 
fc = 8 

Y w k  Ave. \ \ lnkkdtlng P m r  ( R d  - B m )  
Reiiaclana =#% 

I n k M n g  Paver (Red - 8 m )  - 
Renectana = 00% 
Required FooUambem = 2 5  
FootlarnbcR (n] = Footcandle (fc] x 
Refledana (P) 
2.511 = fc x .40p 
fc = 625 

Crushd Brick (Red) 
Reticuancc = 47% 

Re11ectanœ (P) 
1.711 = fc x 47p 

1 
Required Footlambarts = 1.7 
Fodhrnbert (fi) = Foatcandle (fc) x 

fc = 3.6 

Turf (Grass) - 
Refkcrame = 7 % 
Requlmd Foaflarntmts = 1.7 
Footlamben (11) = Foatandle (fc) x 
Refiectanœ (P) 
1.7l = fc x .07p 
fc = 24.3 

TAI G r a s  Prairi. 
Reliedance = 8% 
Requlrcd Foatlamtmr 
Foochmbrt (fl) = Fa 
Renectanœ (PI 
I . ~ = ~ c x  oap 
fc=213 





?d Fwtlamberts = 2 5  
lbert (n) = Footcandle (fc) x 
ana? (P) 
'c x .40p 
5 

Tuil [ G i )  - 
R- = 7% 
R . q u l n d  Foa(kmbem = 1.5 
Fœâimbft (fi) = Foobndle (fc) x 
RelkcSlnœ (P) 
1.Sfi = k x  .CVp 
fc = 21.4 /- 

Tall G r a s  Prairie 
Rencctance = 8% 
RequiWd Footlamberts = 1.7 

Footlambert (fi) = Fmtcandle (fc) x 
Reflectance (P) 
1.7fl=fcx oap 
rc = 21.3 

Turf (Gr#.)- - 
Reiïect8ncc = 7% 
Requlmd FooUarnbarts = 5.7 
Footlarnbart (fi) = Footcandle (Ic) x 
Refiectanœ (P) 
1.711 = lc x .07p 
le = 24.3 

Turf ( G m )  
R * ~ ~  = 7% 
Raquirœi F:oatbrnbartl= 1.3 
F- (fi) = ~ootmnâk (le) x 
R d k t a f l œ  (P) 
1.311 = fc x .O?p 
fc = 18.5 

Rock Sculpbn 
R f l . c b m  = 18% 
R . q u h d  Foorkmkrb = 1.7 
Footlmùwt (fi) = Fodclndle (fc) x 
Refia&incs (Pl 
1.7li = fc x .18p 
k = 9.44 

Tdl Oram Pnlri. 
Reflachnca = 8 % 
Rqulred FodarnhrB = 1.9 
Foctlarnùeit (fi) = Fodandle (fc) x 
Reiiectanœ (P) 
i.9n = ICX .m 
fc = 23.75 

Typltil'S#.wlk (Inlnloclting PM - Dem~ R d )  

Reîiaîance Requlrsd Faotlrmbmts = 15% = 1.0 
Foatlambart (fi) = Footcanâle (k) x 
Relltctance (P) 
1 . a  =fCx.1* 
fc = 6.67 

FooUambcf? (ii) = Footundle ( k )  x 
Reiieuanca (P) 
i s n  = rc x .07p 
fc = 21.4 

Tali Gr- Prlirie 
Rcfieaana = 8% 
Requirsd Fodlamùerts = 7.7 
Footbmbert (il) = Footandle (fc) x 
R e n e a n a  (P) 
:.7n = lc x  OB^ 
rc = 21.3 

a3 CONCEPTUAL L I G H T I N G  PLAN 
scde 111000 





Appendix D 

LIGHTING LAYOUT PLAN 

R 











Appendix E 

LIGHTING DETAILS 



1 d  mm min. 
sybnerged depth - 
submersibie accent 
F i x t u r e  w i t h  
adjustable head 
and lens shieId 

steet  g r o t e  - 
refuse  fil t e r  

P.V.C. pipe and 
drain f o r  water 
re-circula t ion 

. snooth limestone w e i r  

renoveabie s tee l  grate 

brushed concrete sidewalk 

conduit buriat depth as  spec 
by  Canadian Electr ical Code < 

water tight f i t t i n g  

supply enough cable T 3 reac 
land f o r  re-lanping a r d  
nointenance 

re in f  orced concrete 

f i x tu re  base securely 
fastened t o  concrete w i t h  
galvonized steel screws 

louvered lens shield 
w i t h  vandal proof guord 

ad justable Mirror R e f  l ec to r - I l  
(MU-11) f i x tu re  

paving Wock 7 
lOOnn 

mininun depth os specified 
by Canadion Electr ical  Code 
{C.E.C.) 

retaining w a l l  detoil 





wate r  w a l l  detai l  . a - s m o o t h  l inestone w e i r  

- removeable s t e e I   rate 

- brushed  c o n c r e t e  sidewalk 

c o ~ d u i t  bur io l  depth as specified 
by Canadian E lec t r i ca l  Code (C.E.C.) 

- water  t ight f i t t ing 

suppty enough cable to r e a c h  d r y  
- land f o r  re-lamping and 

maintenance 

- r e i n f o r c e d  c o n c r e t e  

louvered Lens shield 
w i t h  vandal p roof  g u a r d  '-\ 

b le  M i r ro r  Ref lector-11 
f ix t u r e  

paving b lock ---\ 

porous g r o v e l  b a c k f  ill 

fil t e r  f abr ic  

drain pipe C w e e p i n g  tite) 
sloped t o  o u t l e t  away f r o n  
wall 

50mm minimum 
75mm minimum 

Xprovide ve r t i ca t  c o n t r o l  j o in ts  
7.511 0.C.s 

s t r u c t u r a l  s t e e i  re in forcement  
20mm m i n i n u n  

L IGHTING D E T A I L S  * '  

scale as noted - L 3  





/-. structural  stee! reinforcenent 

ref l  
bend not to exceed 90 degrees 

gotvanized steel hood 
~ecessed  low voltage Mirror 
Reftector--11 lamp 

woter tight gasket 

adjustable louvered lens 

conduit buriol depth os speci 
by C.E.C. 

reinforced concrete 

minimum 7 0 n m  above woter line 

a 4 

water -proof  sealant rn 
a 

r - 4 .  

O . 
9 

4 
4 

w - .. 
- &*L' 

150mn reinforced concrete base r d  - 4 . A 
d 





, tee l  re inf  orcement 

exceed 90 degrees - 
.eel hood ref lectinq p 
v voltage Mirror 

ond liqhtinq detai l  fi\ 
tamp n.t.s. 

conduit buria[ depth as specified 
b y  C.E.C. 

minimum 70mm above water line 1, end-point f iber optic 
cable 

apply woter-proof sealant 

galvanized steel  coi1 
f as tened t o  galvanized 
neta l  base - - primory fiber 

optic cable 

I L IGHTING D E T A I L S  
scole as noted 0 L 4  





t yp  ical ight  fin elevation 

3 
L 

1 4 
..# concrete plantfng curb 

Steel  t r e e  grate  

2' air space f o r  water 
run-off  from ftxture 

stable glare shield 

stable PAR38 lanp 

conduit depth and 

accordance with 
the Canadian rnoonlic 
Electrical Code 

uplight ' t r ee  detail 





t ion 

conduit depth and 
type t o  be 
specified in 
~ccordance with 
t h e  Canadian 
3ec  trical Code 

typical Iiqht fin 

relnf orced concrete 
retalning woil 

Stee l  t r e e  grate 

2' air spacz f o r  water 
-un-of f f rom f ix ture 

a d  justable glare shield 

ad Justable f ixture 
with louvered lens 

mlrror reflector-11 and 
16 Lmps 

tur f  

plan 

a t  aiming 

1 I/,- cables ties fastend t o  trunk 

conduit depth and t y p e  t o  be 
specifled In occordance w!th the 
Canadfan Electricd Code 

1 L IGHTING DETAILS. .  
1 scale as noted 





itlunina ted plexiglass gome 
housing low-vol toge h.R.-11 

ad justable f ixture with 
louvered Lens housing 120 
volt  P.A.R. lamps 

indica t e  Iight direction 

brushed aluninun nounted on reinforced concrete pile 

reinf orced conçrete pite 

conduit burial depth os  specified 
by the Canadian Electrical Code 
(C.E.C.> 

a typical I ight s tandard 





~ i n a  t e d  pIexigLoss dome 
rsing tow-voltcge 9.R.-11 
P 

justable f ix ture  with 
ivered lem housing 120 
,t P.A.R. 

indica t e  

lampc, 

Iight direction 

c liqh t standard f i x tu re  h e a d  

t e d  on re in forced  c o n c r e t e  pite 

de 

 rial depth  a s  specified 
inadian E l e c t r i c a l  Code 

3 l ight standard front elevation 

~LIGHTINC~ D E T A I L S  .. 
scole os  noted l-0 





ad j us tab le  f ix tu re  w i t h  
Louvered Lens and Low 
vo l tage M.R.-11 lamps 

low voltoge M.R.-11 lamp 

/ 

/ 

A itluninated plexiglass dome 
/ 

/ / indicotes direction o f  Light 
/ / 

f / 

/ / brushed oluninun finish 

/ 

l Ir r e i n f  orced concrete pile 

conduit buriol de 
specified by t h e  
Electrical Code ( 





able f ix ture  w i t h  
rd lens and low 
? M.R.-11 lomps 

t a g e  M.8 . -11  t a m p  

: ed  ptexiglass dome 

is direction of light 

d o t u m i n u m  finish 

ced concrete pile 

.<\. f 1 conduit burio[ depth os 
957 / 1 specified by the Canodion 

ion /3 \bo l l a rd  f ron t  elevation 

1 L IGHTING DETAILS 





PERSPECTIVES 

R 











Appendix G 

EXISTING SITE PHOTOGRAPHS 

n 





Appendix H 

MANITOBA LEGISLATURE GROUNDS 






